mg the present year all that they propose, or such
P®™®"of it as may seem to you indispensable.

yio c t in._
1

The Reform

EARHIIC*.

iikind Mars, with jeweled sandals pressing
rhi'
di m! splendors on Night’s mystic Hour.
n tie- dear ones that to our caressing
h.

i, ii
\\

Respond

no more r

would I• iit know where we might run ami liml them
In tha! bright world when all the blessed are,
»i we should mourn, to be thus left behind them.
So lone and far.
e

VOLUME

from the old accustomed places,
With Friendship
ivied memories entwined,
VV hfii love has sanrthud the faintest traces
They lelt behind.
V\
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as

you will learn from the

PARDONS AND EXECUTIONS.

>

i

BELFAST,

in m

nils'

School,

Report of its officers,is now m the most satisfactory
condition, and its management is worthy of particular commendation. Instead of
being a burden
this Institution must be regarded as a
saving and a
blessing to the State.
The State Prison has shown great
improvements
in its internal disciplne, and general
management.
The earnings have been greater than in any previous year,
though for sufficient reasons they do not
quite meet the current expenses.

“It was on the 21st of December, lsl'.t,
that I received a post letter, franked by
Mr. Tubwell, one of the county members
Ibr Darkshire, for my Lord Millamant was
always too generous with his franks and
never had any to spare for himself.
“This letter was from bis lordship, and,
in his usual kind style, though to my very
great surprise, told me that lie and tlie

th( Night Fries! swingeth
in (he templed sky:
fell .answering echo bringeiii
Rut this -good bye !

:>i

lark o.us gaily, singefi, ever,
.nigh lie- golden gateway ol the morn
haunts we seek them -but they never
f.) us return.

How Counterfeit Money is Made.
! Spiritualism and the Will ef a Person
house, for he was dreadfully
Governor’s Message.
Deceased.
! savage, aud, just before we went to bed,
A contributor signing himself Engraver,
Gentlemen
ol the Senate and House of Representatives:
A Bath correspondent, of the Lewiston
Beeswing unmuzzled him and let him loose communicates the following to the New
With devout gratitude to the Merciful Disposer of
in the hall.
York Sun :
Journal gives the following acconut of a I a'l destinies, and invoking His blessing on our
“I had dreadful dreams that night.
I
humble
we meet to dedicate ourselves
In your issue of Sat- recent trial in the
Ed. N V. Sun:
former city, for testing I with theendeavors,
i
New Year to the service of the State. It
dreamed of a procession of men carrying
urday, I tee. 11,1 observed an article upon the
is
not
to repair the wastes of war, but to
validity of a will made by spiritual di- I providemerely
to
for a new career of
j coffins, one after the other, in a long pro- counterfeiting. As you do not
that site

zled.

lo our

Pardons have been granted the past year in perhaps unusual number, still but a very small portion
of the applications have
been favorably received,
ilost ot these cases

are of soldiers who in the exat their safe return home
carried their frolics to the extent of crime. Some
ot these upon examination
it has heen thought
proper to release. The results have vindicated the

travagance of satisfaction

clemency.
In accordance with mv expressed
intention I
appear
prosperity
have executed the duties devolved on me In refercession that never undcd.
The morning understand the true
now demands our care.
rection—
With astonishing courage
v.
theory of the art, I shall
ence
to
n
iith. angel pinions gleaming
convicts
under
sentence of death. These
; site is doing in these doubtful and difficult times
came at last; the youngest housemaid awoke
Am.i'S your pathways, heavenward and tar '*■
cases have been thoroughly considered.
The long case of Marianna Robinson, ap- the works from which site shrank in
endeavor to enlighten you and the public.
Wherever
the days of
u<‘t cm tight, the ijueneliless light out streaming
there
lias
been
a
countess were coming up to spend Christ- me, aud I came down to breakfast in the
her
circumstance ol any
mitigating
In tlie first place, a perfect fac. simile of pellant from decree of Judge of Probate vs.
improvident ease. Though late, she now perThrough gates ajar ?
the convict lias had the benefit of it. In
moment,
ceives
her
true
and
in
came
Mr.
enters
time
I
had
when
All the
been still-room,
mas in London.
policy,
upon the field
Beeswing, the bill cannot be engraved by hand, as the Adams et als, executors, came to an end I where tier
Xu
.!id \» lii ar the song ol the immortals,
proudest triumphs shall be won. It is two cases the sentence hits been commuted to imin their service, then four years come that trembling all over, with a face as white as most of the
1 hi while their lumps hashed back Heaven’s glory hue,
are engraved
in season for court, jury aud counsel to ; for us to join aud guide as best we can in this prisonment for life; in another, not admitting of
machinjust
parts
Ly
tin strong warder's welcome, as the portals
the prisoner died before the warrant was to
Christmas day, tliev had kept it at Cartloil chalk.
So you see the enjoy Christmas at home. The case prob- ! awakening. The heaviest burdens we cannot rc- lenity,
Wide open hew
ery called lathe work.
“
move.
We sutler with the Country. Our pros- be issued; while in a case of peculiar atrocity and
Lord
sake
‘For
the
come
Hall.
Almighty’s
of
has
excited
|
more interest here than
soft eyes look down your shining vistas
executing the work with-j ably
impossibility
perity is so involved in hers that the measures aggravation the sentence has beeu ordered to be
;. swi'i: voices chide our
long delay <
“However, there was no mistaking my this way,’ he cried.
out its being immediately detected ; that is, any one since that of the Bowdoinham |i which most seriously affect our interests, are deter- carried into execution.
j
white hands an etched earthward to assist us
I should have contented myself with this simple
i mined by the National Legislature and not by our
He always gave them
“He led, or rather dragged me, to the the lines on the
lord’s directions.
I p the steep way
figures and letters will not Bank robbers. It grew out of an effort on own. But
there too we may expect reliet. Tne statement of my action without comment; but as
the
1
for
her
her
mem-;
boudoir
on
first
and
there
saw
it
has
himself,
floor,
be the same as on the genuine. The genu- the part of an only daughter to set aside j agitations which have perplexed or
pleased the Attorney General in his official
ladyship, saving
<th ss ii-ei we pace our narrow prison,
paralyzed our
to protest against this execution, although
a
hi .ii lie c o inmit bar- ihut shut us in.
ory. was one of the laziest creatures living, a sight I shall never to my dying day forget. ine plates are engraved by the best work- i the will of her mother, allowing her, dur- industries, must by the necessity ot' things give Report
ii-<
where they before have risen.
candidly
admitting that it is the Governor’s duty to
place to the healthful rivalries of commerce, and
and
did
in
never
much
“The
rich
was
dabbled
blood, men in the country, and with every facility ing life, $500 a year, and the same to her the culture and nobler
From Sen-o and Sin.
execute this law ; and as his careful official stateanything
beyond lying
carpet
of life may
developement
ment must be takeu as the best expression of dison a sofa,
and talking to her gray and and on it there lay his length along the body for making a very neat engraving. On the childreu after her.
The appellant, herself again be deemed worthy of our highest aim.
nie hut coldly on our sorrow,
sent which can he made. I may be warranted in
x
lu the recent decision of the
id ve heed Atteetioii s urgent -pe st
people at the critigreen parrot. 1 was to have the carpets of a man, staik, stiff and dead. His throat other hand, the counterfeiters, not having an only daughter, has an only daughter some cal
von the reasons why I am not influenced by
v«e must wait till Hod's sure-coming morrow
A
giving
hour when the great issues which have dislaid down, the furniture thoroughly dusted, had been literally torn out by the dog, which such facilities,
kind of argument.
«. i'
toe Rest,
they make a bungling job. 10 years of age. The estate was some ! tracted the country were to he finally determined, that
It
is
by the distinguished attorney, that
all the beds well aired ; for my lord was to crouched by his side, uttering a low growl
No doubt you will be surprised to learn $15,000 or $20,000, aud in a certain con- they have shown that they are not willing to give Harris urged
should not be executed, because he
turnthe Government over to the hands of our adverOM II4M II
( I II I II I I
tho way the best counterfeit bills are gotten I tingency is to go to collateral heirs.
ed State’s evidence.’’ This means I suppose—for
bring company with him from Darkshire; now and tlieu, aud licking his lips.
The saries as a rebuke for our errors aud
weaknesses; it will not be pretended that mere confession of his
and 1 was to get the plate from the bank“In one of the dead man’s hands was a:
*i
hour w iih tlie* ; When curliest day
A
and
of
that
estate
neither
the
was tied up with the avowed purrenewal of violence nor of
up.
men, say from three to aj
party
I'appl s with gold tin' viistcrn grey,
shall cause them to lose shdit of the hi«h own guilt after arrest comes within the meaning ol
er’s, and have it all well cleaned for a grand hunch of skeleton keys. One of the plate; dozen, get together and hold trequent meet- pose of keeping it
Mi
what cm frame m> mind to bear
out of the bands treachery
entirely
mission
laid on them for the enfranchisement "of this term—that there was some promise or obliga:'Ii; toil and turmoil, calk and care,
banquet my lord intended to giv e on Christ- chests had been opened, and a portion of! ings, and act according to a plan laid down. ! of the daughter’s husband, against whom man. The firm hand raised up bv Providence to tion, expressed or implied, that if Harris shout I
u
griefs which coming hours untold
mas day.
the contents were on the floor.
implicating a.i accomplice, he should
X lei
id
mcilihranee ol the old r
One or two will find out some copper-plate1 the mother had imbibed feelings of dislike. quell the violence of Rebellion, 'is chosen once succeedthein due
more to guide in the victories of Peace.
penalty of his crime.
One hour xvith thee
The task escape
“Enclosed in the letter was a slip of pa“The men-servants bent over the body j
in
ihe
I
not
of
the
bank
The
am
to
note
set
learned
in the rules of evidence, and I
aside
the
will
printer
is not indeed light to restore financial confidence
employ
appellant sought
* Mu- liour with tine'
When burning .June
remark
this
an
order
to
the
to
when
bankers
to
raise
there
was
a
of
no furthc r than to say that if any
horror
upon
it,
per, containing
cry
industrial prosperity; hut wo may not persue
W ive* hi- red llag at bitch ot noon,
printing office—in fact, all such printers ou the grouuds, 1st improper influence of a and
can he convicted of a capital offence
it under more
by evideliver the plate to me, or to Mr. Beeswing, and astonishment.
W ha! -hall n pay the laithlul -vvaiii'
auspices. The different person
are known
by the parly. These men will brther; 2d, that the will was supposed to branches of thefavorable
Hi- labor on lie -ullry jdain
Government will no longer have dence given under the pressure ol this consumthe
butler
: and which, us I can recollect,
and
us
all
we
“God
!
of
mate
hope
forgive him,
reward,'thPii the altar of justice is uu
\ nd.iriop tli in eaveoi -beltering bough,
recog- manage to meet one of the printers in the be dictated by the spirit, of a deceased hus- occasion to bend their energies to baffle eacb other.
i ie
rid- 11't"id and throbbing brow
longer the asylum of innoceiee, and life and liberran thus :—
nized the body of the Honorable William
The States of the Soutli will see that our
quarrel is ty must seek some other
evening, get acquainted, drink, and have a band ; 3d, that spiritualism had became an not
Hie hour with thee,!
defence. But if this was
witli them but with the
Cart foil!
spirit of so, let those who made the
Caimtoii. Haim., Dec. lit, 1819.
good time generally with him. and so pro- insauc delusion, and 4th, that the testator secession and slavery, and It i3implacable
promise keep it—let
w hen sun i set.
ii. ee with I 111
to he hoped will
II.
X
#
%
*
#
Messrs.
Doublou
ami
dethem
that
see
their
witness lias his reward while
Moydor:—Please
ceed for a few evenings.
U,
\\ h ii caa teach me to forget
Then they offer was under an insane delusion in regard to acquiesce in th<? manifest will of the people. Diis
the
ease
liver
Hie
still
in
lour
boxes
marked
their
conBut did the Attorhands.
A,
d
in. tluiiikh
laborihe day
15, C, 1),
versity of interest and multiplicity 0f plan will he
“It was discovered afterward that the let- him from $50 to $150 to
be hop.
the widn tiling away ;
procure a certain character of Mr. Robinson.
i' ining tlie plate left in your care, to Mrs.-,
harmonized to one great end. AVe shall have ney General avail himself of his privilege, and
the
from
was
a
ter
I
iiM'ii
ieg wants and lessening gains,
country
These points were all presented with a peace. Conciliation, raaguanimity and fraternal withdraw any portion of the indictment in token
forgery, execut- kind of impression. This impression is
or Samuel Beeswing, my servants, bearers ol
1 ii
ot service rendered? Did the
m i-ter
pride wh<> scorns my pains
ed. probably, by the unfortunate and guilty made in this wise :
jury in their verdict,
this.
Mji.i.amant.
The printer will take great deal of energy aud ability by Mr. regard may safely resume their benignant sway. or the judge
One hour xvith thee
Signed,
oftpr sentence, recommend to tile
Our State which bore so honorable a part in the
in
who
had
died
this
miserable man- an impression tipou tin foil from the
of the Executive?
Gould
of
in
behalf
of
mercy
“There was bis lordship’s signature, cer- man,
Thomaston,
strife
of
Nothing of tin kind.
plate
appelarms, may congratulate herself on the imINow one of two things: in turning State’s eviIt was found that he had made his horn which he is
ner.
Wild Mr Will
portant share she is to take in the greater and more dence
printing, which can be lant. He dwelt most upon the point that difficult
laiuly ; but somehow the name seemed
must have implicated cither a guilty
Harris
acts of reconciliation.
a back door
leading into the mews, done in a moment. Thus you see every spiritualism had become with her an insane
V Christmas party was gathered round a written in a larger and more tremulous j entry by
1 shall not encumber this communication with party or an innocent one. If an innocent, then he
of
he
must
which
have
had
a
and
; band than usual
liue
and
size
is
obtained
delusion.
the details which properly appear in the reports of endeavored to add a third murder to the tormer
key,
; but still the remainder of j
n
correctly. From
leaping. roaring, jovial, coal-fire—
a back staircase, had entered this tin foil an
the several departments, but shall present such two; if a guilty, tbcu in afterwards contradicting
Mr.
in
is
behalf
of
made.
conGilbert,
the statement with equal vehemence he virtually
i indulging in the orthodox amusement the letter was like enough to him, and the creeping up
electretype plate
executors,
matters as pertain to my immediate relations with
a side door he knew well,
the
boudoir
then
some
by
tended
that
that
the
bore
the
can
Cartloil postmark.
evidence of you, aud those which might not otherwise he shielded the guilty from justice, in either case but
get
We had an ancient house- cover
They
ot -torv-telling.
plate printer
documentary
adding another to his horrible list of crimes, and
“I showed ii to Mr. Beeswing, who laugh- had been heard by the dog, and so perished. be found about the city, have a good time previous wills showed that she entertained brought so distinctly to your attention.
keeper among u-. who had known some ot
crowning the whole with perjury. I fail to see the
It will become your duty ou the secoud
was hushed
“The
aud
it
was I with
Tuesday
and
story
the
and
said
it
him
for
same
to
was
up,
exclude
I
that
there
Robinson
Irom
$20 per day
him,
is e.er sitc-e we Here
engage
purpose
urn, and the papas ed,
;
very likely,
of the session, to proceed to the choice of a United extenuating force of any such State’s evidence as
and
believed
this.
that
Mr.
Will
to do the printing.
young
d in.-muuas of many others of us a long had been merry doings at Cartloil Ilall. reported
By this plun thousands any possible benefits of her property before States Senator for the next six years.
It is said that the fact of Harris’ carlv life—the
abroad
and
died
had
there.”
of
arc
gone
struck
she
off
the
which
embraced
that
deteclord
had
That
but
takeu
FINANCE.
lime before we were born.
week,
copies
during
defy
spiritualism.
slight
my
degrading influences of slavery, and the developenient
of his brutal passions alone, and his being
tion, except in the quality of the paper, changes were made in her last will after The report of the Treasurer will exhibit to you
remarked this ancient dame, t’other bottle over night, and that his hand
\h !"
Personal Liberty- Unlawful Imprison- which will
differ from the genuine. she embraced spiritualism, and those prin- tlie very satisfactory condition of our finances. almost in his legal infancy, should have been coniie.i one of 0111 .-.lories— 1 think it was a was rather shaky the next morning.
slightly
sidered.
They were considered, and at their full
ment.
The place of manufactory is generally some cipally in the same direction—more string- Our receipts tor the last year were $1,358.53.3.67; value. They were a relieving element in the case:
“And you may he sure,” added Beeswing,
•lio-t story— had come to a conclusion,
The public debt bus
expenditures.
$t,i42,8ui,i4.
the
the
President
and his distance from the
war,
they were ground of gratitude that no man nursed
During
ii
ill eery easy to talk, but I suppose ‘that his lordship punished the small beer,
city, like Staten Island, ent against Robinson ; that she consulted been reduced $37,000. The whole now outstand- of
woman was left to do these horrors—and of conis #5,053,500. Of this, $800,000 falls due in 1871.
subordinates incarcerated over one thousme
are other persons who have seen if he didn't have t’other bottle.'
Flathush, or sometimes Baxter street, or her deceased husband in reference to the ing
that this precocity of guilt was nipped
gratulation
To meet this we have tlie
and
in
the
most
loathsome
dunaccumulating
sinking in its “ legal infancy,-’ before its blossom and
similar localities in the city. It is a strange will after she hud made it and not before ; fund, which with tlie sums
persons
full
“The quality drank small beer then, the
-irange things.—ay, aud can tell strange
in on our claim
paid
fruit had come. But they did not appear sufficient,
Soda water was invented,! geons of the country. They imprisoned fact in every case where parties of this kind that Robinson had been unkind tc testatrix against the General Government, alrcadv amount to entitle him to
It isn't for nothing morning after.
tlriiirs about 'em, too.
Previous good
special grace.
to $846,000. On this war claim wc have'received
these men without authority of law aud iu exist, that,
tint 1 liied sewn years and three mouths but was thought had for the stomach, and
every member lacks confidence and that her feelings toward him were well tlie last year #134,203,30. At my entrance upon character” is a plea in mitigation—hut to plead a
the
violation
of
Constitution.
The
victims
bad
character
’is
a novelty in jurispru“previous
iu
his
associates.
office
wasn’t at all the fashion.
in i807. the amount of our claim was $702,the eiwice oi my Lord Millamant.”
Every move made oy grounded and not delusion.
dence.
to this day of the one is
Kent J. instructed the jury, that as a 849,82. Since that time we have been allowed and
1 knew his lordship well,” I observed,
“However, 1 wasn’t quite satisfied. ‘1 have not been informed
narrowly watched by the others of
A parallel lsalso drawn between the ease of HarOf this $357,702,10 were paid to
paid
$701,048,07.
reason
were imprisoned.
the latter being a more rethey
the
It
why
They
would
be
to
dare
death
infori is, 1 have seen
his portrait in the
party.
general rule a man out of debt may sell his tiic United States to cancel the direct tax laid on ris and that of Knight,
auy
say it’s very nervous and silly of me,
were seized where the war was not
tlie State in 1861, and $9,516,89 paid to settle pri- sponsible person, and yet suffered to remain uumant or spy that did not look well to himraging,
1
‘but
it
us
or
it
so
iu
of
behooves
all
of
aud
read
his
achievements
said,
away,
Beeswing,'
give
property
prospect
print-shops,
vate claims under resolve of 1868. Tlie balance, hung, while Harris is ordered to execution. The
1 will tukc this letter to j in those Slates where the courts of justice self.
death he may dispose of it by will; there
and duty of the Governor to execute the lavs
He to be careful.
a the newspapers, when I was a hov.
$348,131.21, has been paid into the Treasury and right been
were fully organized aud iu the exercise of
conceded, the argument conveyed in
This I seuil you for information so us is no law to
to extinguish the war loan of 1861. It will having
one
to
like
ran away with aud man led Misr
applied
daghire Wild Mr. Will. He knows my lord’s hand their
compel
person
this illustration goes only to this effect: that Knight
powers, and where every crime could In lot you know how some thiugs are ac- another.
well enough, and I shall see what he says j
A testator must be of sound be seen that the balance dow remaining is very also should have been hung—a conclusion to which
ih. great Indian hein.-s, didn’t he?”
Tlie items of this are of such a nature that
punished by legal process of law, aud complished. If you think it is worth while mind, not necessarily of a high intellect. small.
to it.’
it is doubtful whether any more can be allowed 1 take no exception; although Knight still protests
j be
Ves, sii. he did.
his innocence while Harris boasts of his guilt, Bui
where
without further legislation by Congress.
every crime, duly prosecuted and to give these facts to the public
“Now Wild Mr. Will, as we servants,
II. killed sir Hai mv..\es (Irimwood, the j
you are Insanity avoids a will, that iusauity which
this case is not in my hands. The law sentences a
The commission authorized by the Act for
would
have
been
••
proved,
of
equalwhom had known him since lie was
punished.
welcome.
-t
breaks down all the poaers of the mind or ization and reimbursement of
murderer to solitary confinement until senteuenoi'
nmiiy harouei. in a Mnel about Lady many
war debts,
municipal
K.
S.
Schnabel
was
in
arrested
Litchfield
I remember his I a baby in long clothes, called him, was to
now.1. didn’t lie?
an insane delusion.
under tlie recent amendment to the Constitution, death is executed upon him; if he has been released and simply set at bard labor like any other
Behind
the
Scenes.
A large number
in this State, and placed in Fort
oil ami acquittal a
What is an insane delusion—not a mere have entered on their duties. This is au important convict, that is to all intents and purposes
though they had (le- the world in general no other than the Hon. county,
a comof young persons, females as well as males,
tribunal. The act declares that their adjudication
where
he
for
remained
William Cartloil, my lord’s younger broth- Lafayette,
months,
aned yesterday.”
mistake of fact? A delusion is a diseased is to he filial, and without appeal; aud that the mutation of sentence. Now Knight has been at
arrive
in
the
daily
city, seeking employ- state of the mind which believes things that State shall lie relieved from all further claims on hard labor for some twelve yeais. He was uol
sleeping along side of old cannon swabs,
Vi
hut lie was badly pro- er.
sir, he did
sentenced to imprisonment foriiis natural lile.und
ment.
A great many are attracted
by the do not exist, with persuasion so fixed that account of municipal war debts. A loan of $3,500,- hanging. Virtually
“lie was a dreadfully wild young man, slush, and other offensive articles. He had
>!r Hargreaves was a bad man
'kid
he has been put upon the form
interest
000,
from
is
of
bearing
1,
1869,
authorthe
with
April
the
city,
er sentence and has actually served out a consideraexpectation that neither evidence nor
He was load of wine and wo- made a speech at Morris iu favor of the glare
eed a' the Brimstone Coffee House, and Mr. Will.
can convince ized to meet this reimbursement. It will devolve
argument
of it. To me it appears very question
on
Constitution, aud Sheriff Wessels, who ar- employment and money are to be had for to the
ill pursuance of this act to provide for the ble portion
<iways hack a pint ot Schiedam before men, and dire, and all sorts of wickedness.
able whether a Governor has even the right to take
contrary. What is not reasoned up firstyou
the asking.
Yet there is no place on the |
semi-annual payment of the interest of
out anoli a oonviot uftor ho hau boon
-cn ill*' hilt a
i.reuklii-:
He wasn't the first tall gentle- He had been a captain in the horse guards, rested him, informed us at the time that it
cannot he reasoned down.
For instance, a portion ot this sum as me commission mav such
find life
continent that is so over-crowded, where it
sentence, and order him in addition to that to
man wk
had he.-11 hot about Lady < L illl- hut had sold out.
He had fought half a j was one of the best speeches he ever heard.
man believes lie is made of glass, and takes due to the several municipalities within tlie' year, be
the
neck
before
lie
dies.
banged by
just
with tlie ratable portion of the sinking fund proHe uttered no word against the govern- is so difficult to get an honest employment
score ul duels, and killed two or three
It is also asserted, or intimated, that Harris waw.1.
good care not to break his legs. Here is vided to extinguish the debt at maturity.
peoand remunerative pay.
women are
not the real criminal in this ease, but another party
its
or
the
war.
But
he
Young
ment,
institutions,
Ami h
dii-.l ambassador at Madrid, ple—rest their souls, and he merciful to
It must be expected that this will require our
delusion iu the fact and not in the reasonWith him i have not liiug to do. If lie were eon
in great numbers in stores, facrate per cent, of taxation to lie somewhat increaslidn’t he ?”
his—but he was one oi the merriest, best- asked that the servants of the people should employed
victed and sentenced, a duty would arise in nis
ing
powers.
binderies.
The
ed
from last year, probably by two mills on the
uml
tories
and
abide
the
which
is
the
slavery
the Attorney General was unwilling to
case.
Constitution,
sir
by
hut that win loug alter 1 left tempered fellows you ever knew or saw.
\
Again, delusion in the reasoning. A dollar. This will he tlie better borne when it is put IninHut
on trial iwhen a new one was
\V ithout warrant, without drudgery to which they are subjected, if man believes as a fact in
ordered)
considered that it is to he more than reimbursed
government.
sen ice.
It 1- full forty years ago that1
lord
was
fond
of
the
and
had
second
com“My
him,
and discharged him from custody : presumable, bevery
known beforehand, would keep the stoutto the poorer towns, and to contribute to
equalize
he
! was housekeeper t the Right Honorable, paid his debts and set him up again, times ; law, and without, justice, Schnabel was
of
cause
could
not
not
convict
if
otherwise.' then
him;
Christ,
necessarily a delusion ; so far as possible the burdens of the State.
est heart away from New York.
Some of ing
lie did a great wroug to Har-is and to soci-ty and
Tin; Examiner of Hanks aud Insurance Companthe Lari of Millamant. Lord Lieutenant of out of tiumber ; hut you could do uoth-j hurried off to the fort, as soon as he had
it lie believes that lie is
tlie cause of justice itself. T ic argument does not
the large retail stores employ scarcely any by dwelling upon
his
to
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ol
speech
great
He was always
Christ and has come claiming to he Christ, j ies lias been at milch pains to investigate the facts appear to me a convincing one that sentence should
Darkshire at l.'art foil House. 11 ay Hill, ing with Wild Mr. Will.
lying within his field of duty, and will iay before not be executed
lie was not clerks but young ladies.
assembled to hear it.
They are well Here the
upon Harris |who confesses his
getting into scrapes ; and when his lordship 1 people
Berkely Square.”
reasoning is at fault. Specula- you the result in a doeument’of exceeding interest guilt, because
dressed.
This is demanded. They seem I
another is suspected to be moreof
the
offence
for
he
informed
which
was
‘And was it there urn had become ae- had got him out again, getting into new
tive beliefs iu Theology which we may con-, and value. I commend his suggestions as worthy guilty whom even the earnest
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it. lo have a cheerful, easy time, with good aider unreasonable or
ones.
ney General believed lie could not convict, but re|iiaiuted with any strange tale?"
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Republic,
l ot: housekeeper maided ■•ipuifieautly.
sane delusions.
playing at cards and dice, and that his carI shall enter into no defence of an official act so
dom that has le\vr equals.
An iron rule
The Soldiers Testimonials authorized by the last
Wh it may it havi keen about, now— ryings-on with the actresses at the play- more deadly than the bayonets of the rebels.
Eccentricity is not insanity. Eccentric Legislature have been mucii sought for and prized. plainly required by the constitution and the law
Senator Wall, of New Jersey, was runs through such establishments. Parties
and my solemen oath ; and which I bad beforehand
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“What can be his lodgings in Great Ryder street, St. principles of his government.
This same rule applies whether the in- livered this year.
on the hill lo abolish capital punishment, refused
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Tbe administration
wor-i
1 might have suggested lire, .Tames’.
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fluence is exerted by personal presence or volves on the Governorof tbe State pension law de- so to abolish it by a vote of nearly two to one. To
and Council important and
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
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who
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nothing of their
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whole of tbe appropriation for 1808, and the Uouuthan my place was worth to breathe a word to the light,
it
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Another sad relic of the war is the orphans ot
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it might be desireable to dithe butcher either,' I hiokc in, 1 am the banker’s my
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man & Gould for applt.
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if it need be, than attempt the bad,
B ell, then,’ commenced the
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and every possible reparation be made him.
employer, -i tiling her ell remlorlabW in her arm spoons and forks.
There, gel along with arrested had committed no offence, no unSuicidb of a Dog. A remarkable iu- special provision. If the present manner of pro- liberty,
If guilty, he should suffer the extreme penally of
chan, “you skull kear ukout it.
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given his opinion, hesitation was no longer and Journal of Commerce newspaper ofinfirm from old age, and has been allowed importance of providing a complete equipment for higher
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year.
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proof.”
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Snow Eyes. Ellis, in speaking of the to denbte that some of them, at least, poss- on my
him, to his intended victims and to society in
physiological, still less—it is to he hoped—on
pictures the same dreadful, grim old deposited, according to Mr. Will’s iustruc the press is assailed, and persoual rights Esquimaux, says : “Their snow
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something
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of that emigration ot the youthful ami producing
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is the fact of which 1
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law—tV breaking down of every safeguard of lib- mand; but the edition was exhausted immediately
and the expectation is more earnest still for the fierty—the resort to personal vengeance—the utter
Water
demoralization of society—a*d a universal reign of nal report now in hand. There is available
It is that, rather than the calm vindication Power in this State to the amount of upwards of a
terror.

A Foreshadowing.
E. B. Washburu, who represeuts iu Congress the third district of Illinois, is believed
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to a iust penalty, which shot id million horse-powers—a power equal to that of
to be deeper in Gen. Grant’s confidence tliau
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called ‘' going iiaek to the dark ages." 15,000,000 of men. No one can fail to see that the
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when weakness usurps the name of mercy
iiiat in Massachusetts and Itbode Island, waterthe country.
;deads tor the impunity of crime.
-BVIt was lie who, living in the
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same town with Grant before the war, first
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brought him to the notice of the Governor
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that time forward, Washburu anu Graut
other vice.- in being the exciting cause of much of States are moving in this matter, anxious to make
us a lull one.
charged
the cost I litigation and criminal proceeding be-; the most of what they have. Our work should not
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panv. This was at once paid overto them through ever, the best part of my soul. And for you, genlie
As there was some doubt tlemen, while I
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than
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Bomu Snur.i. Explosion. The Boston Her- ; iug out of this plan would involve a
comproThe most gratifying results of this undertaking alald has the following ai -ount ol the bursting of of the State
constitution, and he a work of mises, the presents of fragrant cigars, cheerready appear. The volume will soon be laid be- the shell in
I
a furnace
at Lord & Kimball’s
fore you containing many original and curious maps
ing Hi nnessy and warming schnapps—all, all
some time.
of the earliest voyages totiiis region., and the dis- foundry in Concord.
vanished down the dim distance, “like the
The furnace was shattered entirely to pieces.
cussion and decision of the most interesting quesIn conclusion, we commend to.our leadbase less fabric of a dream." We are told
tions relating to the discovery of this coast.
The Another workman who was putting in old iron
by
a careful
volume1 now m preparation is still more valuable. above was not
reading of the message. It an eye-witness that tiie Belfast representative,
The chimney above ers
injured.
1 tliink it may be safely said that no more remarkhim being built on four Iron columns, neither will
repay the time aud trouble expended who had sweat like a wild bull during the fearable, document, relating to the colonization of this
was blown out, also
escaped damage. therein.
continent has appeared. The Society and the State of which
lul ordeal ot tiie caucus, crept
slowly homeMr. Win. McNichols, a stone cutter, who was
are to be congratulated upon affording the
auspices
ward, setting one foot cautiously before the
some
fifteen
or
feet
on,
under which this work is to be made public.
twenty
looking
distant,
was cut badly on the top of the head.
All the
PRACTICAL INTEREST.
Tiik Din v of Democrats.
Ii the Morrill other, as if fearful that the firm earth might
workmen in the apartment—thirty or
My attention ims been called to tbo imperfect other
men refuse lo abide by the Caucus decision in next fail him. And all through the still watches
manner in which onr hind surveys are made, which more—escaped un njureil. They inform us that
of the night the house was disturbed
tin- Senatorial matter, and carry the
by a fearleads to much ol the litigation brought before our many must have been killed had the explosion
tight into
ful amount of choice and vehoment
courts. The recommendation of the Commission- happened a few minutes later, when the furnace the legislature, as they threaten to do, we
cursing on
hope
was filled with melted iron.
or on the variation of the magnetic needle that meTile shell came the Democratic
members will decline to have the subject, proceeding from tiie room of the
ridian lines marked by stone monuments be estab- from the Portsmouth
Navy Yard, with a quantto
with
lished in eaeli county to fix a standard for the true
the contest. Their true in- disappointed.
ity ol others, cannon-balls and scrap iron, anything
cardinal points by which each surveyor shall he re- aud were
terest lies in preventing a choice,
free
from
all
warranted
by holding
powder.
In Congress a bill to repeal the Tenure of
quired to correct his compass, appears to me a val- This one was
broken into several pieces, one the bulunce of power, and voting
uable suggestion.
steadily for Office Act has passed the House. The radicals
of
which
struck
a mould over which a workwe
have
entered
ou
measure
promScarcely any
the Deuiucratice uudidute. Let them not soil
ises better results than the provision for the Report man was standing, and another cut into a woodby ibis virtually acknowledge that the PresiA preliminary en post, both some twenty feet from the fur- their hands by contact with either of the con- dent’s veto of the
upon the Water Power of Maine.
bill was right, and that its
testants.
report was issued last year to meet the urgent do- nace.
enactment was a miserable party trick.
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Correspondence of the Journal.
Letter from Augusta.

At which Farvvell, of Augusta, lets off
savage pun, that “That would would do (or
Assembling- of tlie Legislature. Oatlteringr a ’Prentice, but was not suited to grown peoof Outside Patriots.
The Organization. ple.”
Somebody down In front' wants the gal'file Senatorial Hear fig-lit.
ll hut was leries cleared.
A Bath man tries to speak, and
Hone at the Caucus.
Drummond attempts to reply. Confusion gets
Augusta, Jan. 11,1808.
confounded, and the row increased until the
Dear Journal : Persons wlio were never enraged assembly breaks up, and adjourns
at the hub “at the opening of the General without day. With curses loud and deep they
betake themselves to their hotels, where the
Court” have but little idea what a mongrel
victors proceed to celebrate their victory, and
the
on
The
first
I crowd is brought together.
the defeated to drown their sorrows in the
ground is the swarm of candidates for legis- flowing bowl, which proceedings were kept up
lativo office, from him whose aspirations look diligently until 5 o’clock the next morning.
; There will always be a doubt which clan furtoward the gavel, down to the knight of the nislicd the
most rum, as there are well trained
i
otan
such
If
there
broom and duster.
were
; stomachs and hard heads on both sides.
The Hamlin men swear by the
llee as Legislative Boot Black, the dominant
great horn
1
that, hr is fairly nominated and shall be
party would furnish a plenty of seekers for i spoon
elected, while the Morrillites claim a
foul”
Iu the train of these huneven that positiou.
| and make all sorts of threats. There is lots of
the
come
crumbs
after
official
fun ahead and the show of hands at the next
gry searchers
Third House,” the lobbying
button-holers, deal will be interesting. Had the member front
Mars Hill known what a hubbub he was kickwith numerous axes to grind, either for themI
ing up, he would have voted for his grandIn this class I notice mother
selves or somebody else.
rather than have cast that blank vote,
of
Harmon
ami
such
men
as
Millikeu,
Belfast; But enough at this time.
j
Roberts and Ilichborn, ol Stocktou; John D.
QUANTSH V < X n
beat.”
a

|

j

I

j

Rust,

Rockport,

of

hero of the stli

bloody

the

“look after my brother’s interest.” I am also permitted to gaze on the
beaming frontispiece of Thad. Simouton, who is

Me., who

came to

travel all Lire

wont to
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exclusively

[contemplated
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|
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j
|

municipality

jto

change

•Tolin Brown’s

Meguuticook

way from

these patriots
cure to

give.

would take

revenue

offices Me

into this bailiwick, and you have
idea of it.
the

iuie>

making their annual pilgrimage

political

Evidently they

IS--.*'
those

•*

sot.

con-

here in

is

in

warm

so

obliged

lift

to

their beds

on

whiskey,

were

The

lawgiving

Skowhegan stage

Anson, and

at

that

they

are

not

as

ot

her

came

through the ice
damp, passengers

broke

out very

wouln’l

stitooeuts

chirged with
sometime during

a

a

pan.

This

for

no

iary,

be

one

into

Butler and Grr.nt

!

to dance

are

are

It is not true that
the

Highland

Fling together.

Some wil,

will flash in

others

will aim at

diving

Washington.

.it

an

the session.

noise. while

make

ou

j Anna Dickinson and Susan B. Anthony are
answer.” i
accomplished veloe.ipedists, and insist on wo
load that must be tired ; man’s right to ride astride if she likes.

take

Each is
olf

tin

tinkering

the

having

Mathias is

a

course

of home lectures

have his

name*

in

the

during iiie. session,

judic-

recently inquired

A Frenchman

little

some

Daily

Journal somelin

its only on a motion
And when it does appear what uni

adjourn.

at

a

Collins-

tl

mafhematicai problem

e
o

will be solved to

Tin- Rockland Gazette says that Mr. Phllbrook, of Owl’s Head, cut Ids throat in consequence of domestic trouble.
j sewed up the wound.

Estabrook

Dr.

fifty extra copies will come to at
Two litigants in Iowa went to law about the
In future letter* I will deapiece.
; ownership of a twenty-live cent bug of flour.
scribe tin* celebrities <d both branches, tak ng The costs at latest accounts bail reached the
sum of three hundred dollars, and the ease was
them as fast as they rise to the surfacof the Senate there was far from being settled.
In the
see

how much

two cents

organization

virtually

see by the Belfast Journal, that a lively
of that city, has recently caught and forwarded to Boston, two tons of smelts, with a
single line, two hooks attached. We could
have hardly believed the “tlsh story,” had we
seen it in any other paper.
[Bangor Whig.

We

Capt.

The

Whig shouldn't misquote

Wedidu't

us.

say that the Captain caught the llsh, nor that
he “forwarded to Boston, two tons of smelts,

with

a

single

line.”

They

by

went

steamer

The lish were

Nor with “two hooks attached.”

boxed up. As a matter of fact the Captain
bought them, and their capture was effected by
about half an acre of boys tishing through the
ice.
Mr. Haynes, of the Ellsworth stage, Informs
that the barn belonging to John Barber, In
Cherry-field, was destroyed by tire last Thursday night, together with ten tons of hay aud
No insurance.
The tire
six head of cattle.
was communicated by sparks from the chimWhig.
ney of the house.
us

Virginia, died last week.
The Muchius Union democratic) advocates
woman suffrage.
Moulton Times.
• 'nr brother
lirisko, who is very popular
with tlie ladies,
Aud lie’ll do it.

wants

to

the County

any

contest, everything
■.
cut and dried long in ao\ o.
no

Tilt* House caucus followed

m

At tie lire in

having been
the wake ot

to shun

who

all tin- works of Mrs. K. Oakes Smith,

spoke

hope Mrs.

in defence of Gov.
S.

Irh-nds not to read the
cum

We

Seymour.

won’t retaliate, and

advise her

Republican!

in the Courts at

Bangor,

decide

to

whether a cribbing horse is unsound, lias recently agitated that community. Cribbing may
be defined to be the
when there is

no

in its etleets.

Lew.

of

drawing

long

breaths

habit injurious
who Is a cribber

need ot it,

a

Barker,

in politics, appeared for the horse, aud won
verdict ot $5$i os.

a

A New Vork paper publishes the following
card:
‘Si 1:
Will you call upon the exeeu
tors ot the late Thuddeus Stevens to state uu
der oath if there were not $100,000 Pacific
Railroad bonds 1. mud among his assets, and
not mentioned in his will?”
No signature Is
given, and the editor intimates that it proceed
ed from an anonymous s .urce.
-■

lids winter.

great question o! ville, Art.. store for
diapers." What lie realmoral reform, while that one will go his length J ly wanted was dried apples.
>
tor a bounty on crows, or an act.
prevent tie*
The Democratic Mayor or1 Portsmouth gave
destruction of pickerel in some pond with a his last
year’s salary to the High School, for
j
great long name to it. He sure. Unit each wi i | the benefit of its libram
«>r

very

a

handsome appearance.

A

Preparations for the inauguration ball

going

men-

A great many oi them --didn't want
to come—tried to get excused, but their conmuch.

not

enlarg-

to us

A ni'j'jir in Maryland, sent General Grant a
Turkey fora t'liri-t n is present: | Muchius Ke
publican.
Somebody's roost is minus 11 confiscated bird
file Muchius Republican advises “every perhaving
of the son who has a drop of loyal blood in their veins”

—fully sensible of their great responsibility and all.
and keenly aware that the eyes of the State
are upon them.
Their gait, manner anil look
all indicate

comes

type, and making

lire.

!
giants in those dead sheep.

Last if not least, came the nh )ub< rs—
Solnns from Hamlet. and town

ilavs.

ground

Jerau C. Brown, of Somers, (’onn.
lost live sheep by foxes, poisoned one
carcasses with strychnine, and on the following morning found four foxes lying beside the

their

to

the scene of intellectual

triumphs when they

and

tests

Shun

i\>wd, and partly out
members of fomer Lm;Li:i

numerous

Mecca

1

on new

John M. Botes, of

the

stick of wood, and settin

n

The Ellsworth American

ed, printed

fast women ami tin United
was the dying exhortation < f a sus»i it, I States,"
pended Canadian.

of llii.s

Partly
are

on

jailor at Bangor lias got an unruly famThey have been caressing him with a

ily.

Stale have swallowed lobelia and thrown tin ir
contents

marching

stil!

The

the

ill

is

bis present residence, that lie is
bis feet pretty often.

space than I
that all the Cus-

more

imagine

Just

House, post and

tom

sou!

[Bangor Whig.
Not exactly—but

to attend the party conventions, where he usually makes a speech. To go through the list of

..

notoriety

GENERALITIES

Menard, the mulatto, who claimed to have
been elected a member of Congress from Louisana, but who failed to secure a seat, was sent
home at the expense of the Kreedinen’s Bureau

Bangor, Augustus Morse,

fore-

! man of the hose company, froze his feet, and
in the excitement did not discover it until the
tires were over.

Port laud takes 150 barrels

a

and continues

Hampshire ale,

week
to

New

ol

lie

“pretty

well, thank you.
News gains

The New Vork
by travelling
totally destroyed the morn

papers had Bangor
ing alter the lire.

A j 'ting mm in I' li'ktnuu, in this Stale, who
courted and married a girl against her lathei’s

wishes, lias bia.u

by him for lire,

lights,

meals and horse keeping.
Mow much
the oal fellow get from a jury of girls?

would

sm

i

L’he ice crop of Massachusetts is better than
Maine’s this year.

Senate, and went according to tin: slate ol
The Oregon and Nevada messengers, havlug
fuglers. There had been lice promise | The light, from the great lire in Bangor, ou the electoral
votes, tire snowed up aud havu'l
this
vilOl a lively “mill" over the Spoakcrshi'). Imt Friday evening, was distinctly seen In
The California messenger died on
Some of our citizens thought there must got in yet.
let lagi
the slakes were pulled up and tin rop.
I lie a lire up to Ihe Falls, and actually started the steamer, of small pox
down iu.stanter as the Cumberland io niser shy- to
go up there.
!
[Ellsworth American.
Missis. Spragm oweu x Nash, ol tin.* lieu
eel ins castor into the ring.
Stone of IL.-nneF. S. Revenue flutter Sumiyside, which lias
nebec Journal, have our thanks for an
hunk, was the first to throw up the sponge. In
early
In." u tm duty in the Waldoboro’ Collection Disa few oily remarks, he advised his friends to
is to be soul bv order of the Treasury De- copy of Uu- Governors Message -a kind at
hoe in for DrummondHe dh d easy a id was trict,
the

the chief

teution that w 1 assure t hem is fully appreciated
hi his wake was Rust, partment
sensible to the last,
the sage of l’assaggussawukeag, who cam.
Portland complains that freight Is stolen
The radical oili-e bolder-', at the South are
slowly and with apparent reluctance him ids free-and-easy chaps. The Collector having from the cars of the Grand 1 riink road.
corner as
‘-Line' was called.
After thanking
at
\ mouse nest, lealtn red wilh $14 of green
tile
Barkis’s" who had expressed themselves i occasion to suspend one Tisdale, a deputy
as
willin’' to go for him, he “Miami ed that, Alexandria, received the following reply by hacks and fractiouals was found In a store at
motion." The Chairman soothingly te.Hindoo
11.
1 don’t know you. Green
‘Go to it
telegraph :
Bay, Wisconsin.
him that no motion had been made, and legeut
it you want to suspend mo, come here and do
We are indebted tu l'apt. A J. Boss, wild is
ly subsided. A Rath mail who wanted to be
Speaker failed to decline, but the omission was it.' Probably, if lie went, lie would And his staying at Jacksonville, Florida, for the bene
not noticed, and Driumnoud had it all to him
subordinate wddi -i negro guard, prepared to
lit of his health, for a late paper from that In.
sell. The other officers of the House are the ’'esist.
same as last year with the exception ol Assistoality. file people I here are enjoying the sum
Tin* trouble with negro juries in Florida is
ant Clerk, which Nash ol tlie “State
mer luxuries oi a cirrus and ripe strawberries
paper"
vacates for Col. Zemro A. Smith of the Somer- that they can't be kept awake.
Frequent adA project is about to lie introduced in Conto give the jury a good nap, have
set Reporter, who has learned a little
journments,
something
from tlie experience of last, whiter when lie no effect.
They are asleep in two minutes after gress that tile United States shall become tu
ihcr-in-law to the nigger republic of Havli,
turned up from somewhere down east, us a can- entering the box.
ami take rare ol it.
The Freedman’s Bureau
didate for Secretary of State, which lie lacked
Mr Charles Rogers, who was recently mur- will
have to go into operation again.
only about one hundred and fifty votes of get- dered in New York ill broad day, was formerly
ting. In this he learned the valuable, lesson not one of the proprietors of tile Tontine House in
lion. John li. Brown, oi Portland, has gone to
to try to roost too high at first, so lie contentBrunswick, ami was ‘be father of Mrs. S <’. Europe. Pr. ably tu- is disgusted with the ram
ed himself on odd jobs as a copyist- a berth M rston of Watery tile.
rod raid by Ills friends on the new hotel, and
kindly given him in the otlice where he would
wants to gei into a free country.
Thirty years ago Mr Rogers kept, the Aim a ihave been Chief.
Zemro is persevering, and
ui House, in this city, and is well re me inhered
Hai.h ax, N S., Jan. 11.
may yet succeed in shedding State ink on
official paper in tlie Secretary's office, Imt it by our olile r citizens.
1 lie loss of brig A. B
Dunlap, from Boston
will jc a good while lirst.
to this port, with B! lives, is
fully continued
Cov. Chamberlain is in poor health, and went
But leaving all minor topics I'll hasten to the
Portions oi the wreck and one body recognized
home immediately after inauguration.
Who
shall
be
as
ol
that
Miss
Senator,”
question,
nave
absorbing
tloaled ashore,
Talbot,
and boss the distribution of the plunder. From
fin wreck occurred oil' Mahew's Head, Pros
Wi exhibitor of wild beasts in Paris deposits
the gathering of the clans, about a week beJf!
miles
from
here.
peel Bay
fore the session commenced, to tin: very night the daily receipts ol his exhibition in the cage
I'ln Belfast. Journal editor lias been reading
of tlie caucus, the friends of Morrill anei Ham- o! the most ferocious of his animals, every
lin had their candidates nominated about a doz- night, and he has never lost so much as a sou. tile Bilile, and iias advanced to where Pharoah
awoke from ids dream
When they arrive at
en times a
day, each receiving at least about
The Postmaster at Salem, Mass., has ab- Exodus, do those papers intend
favoring the
twenty majority. Brag was the order ol the
with a practical illustration ol that
day. Both sides were confident—both determ- sconded leaviug an untinlshed account with the country movcincn1
masterly
| Bangor Whig.
ined to win, The “ins' were bound to keep government of some $(1,000. He is
loyal.”
No
We are going to remain here.
tlie pap from tlie hungry
But wo
outs.” The
oil’s"
V
accident
at
a
occurred
Christmas
were bound to oust tlie “ins."
singular
Never before
hope lo rai'i up an Varuti who can stay the
at
where
two
were
Nashville,
was such a political
weddings
tight at tile t.’apitoi. Ap- party
plague oi radical lit e that is alHicliug the
peals of every kind were made to passion, prej- >a lehr.ated. Owing to too much egg-nog, each
his
found
into
the other's country.
udice and pocket. Rum and righiuouuess went bridegroom
way
hand in hand proselyting. It was claimed that chamber, ami dmcoveivd his mistake only by
The Legislature
to defeat Morril! would he construed into a daylight.
condemnation of his vote on impeaeiimen’, that
I'll
Deacon Washburn, oi Worcester, Mass., re
Simile urgani/.nl un tin: bill, by the
he was fairly entitled to a re-election, had
ently deceased, has given $20,000 to the Pan- choice ol Stephen 1). Himlsey, of Norrklgeearned ii, and ought, to have it.
While Hamlin’s friends claimed Hi it lie was martyred iu go- rheological Seminary, on condition that woek, as l’l'esiili iit, uni Tlmtnus I’ (’leaves,
the National Convention of ISiM, when thrown similar sum.-* be raised
by its friends within two Sen clary.
overboard lor Johnson.
His giving up the
the House chose Josiali II
Drumilionil, ol
Boston Custom House rather than hold office years.
I*i>imtIn1111, Speaker. nnl Suinner .1. ('Innlbourne,
under .Andrew, was also dilated upon.
Argu- 1. A minister in Poston has been Indore the
ments pro and con were used ad intiiiiium. but Police Court
lor stealing books !rom various of Disuiont. ( 'Ink.
to the looker on it was evident from the.
iitst, book stores. Four hundred stolen volumes i Un Tliumhiv, m the Senate, the Committee
that the real claims of both and -ill the arguon (jubei natorial votes imule tin
we r*■ found in Ills possession.
folhivviug re
ments in their favor Were but s"
-oiidary mat:—
and
that
Hie
hash
would finally b .settled
ters,
The pecuniary lass by Lie lecriit earthquake port
I
The whole number ol \»>u ivtunm) is
ill each member's mind by considering tin: at San
Mi.?*?
Francisco will, it is suid, exceed three
05, HU'
j Necessary lor a choice,
question from which candidate lie might ex- millions id' dollars.
Joshua I,. (. hamberlain has
75,5‘S.t
pect tile most broth for ids poi ringer. Hamlin
Kben
F.
i’he hour on Huston common became
l’illsbury,
M,W7
had more offices to pie Ige than Morrill, ami he
dangerJ. L. Cluunberlain,
also had the additional advantage that, im could ous, and has been killed.
Kbeuezer F. l'illsbmy,
45
Kzra Kemptou,
make one office go a great way, so far as prom1
The house of tin French Minister at WashReuben (J. York,
1
ises are concerned.
A careful counting of
Nathan
G.
1
llichborn,
was
robbed
and
a day or two
recently,
noses brought to light quite a number who ington
1
George C. Getehell,
afterwards bis two colored servants were murwere neither tlsli nor fowl
O. O, Howard,
men who were
1
playing a siiigdom game," watching ldr the main dered, probably because they suspected the
About. 70 plantations, which, the Committee
chance, soils to jump on to Hie right cart at the guilty parties.
allege did not comply w itli the law, ate not in
right time, and come forth in full Id iom as
eluded in I lie above.
I1 iske, who sues Bowles for
Morrill, or Hamlin men, as the
■

original
might he.

libel, employs

ease

l'liese men were counted on both
sides up to tin* moment, when the ballot
brought
them to their work.
As name after name was
called and the ballots that were to tell Hie
story
of victory or defeat were d••posited, a dead silence reigned unbroken, till the la r. vote was
east.
After what seemed an unreasonable delay the Committee returned and announced the
result: 75 for Hamlin, 7-t lor Morrill and 1
blank. One of tlie Committee, Drummond, of
Cumberland, claimed that the blank should not
lie counted, and moved ti;,iu Hie nomination of
Hamlin lie made (mammons. Then it was that
the dogs of war were let loose and bedlam look
possession of the “God and inoraluv party.”
Twenty “Mr. Chairmans” were bellowed in an
instant. Half the members were on their feet
shouting lustily for Hie attention of the chair.
Amid tlie confusion, Reed of Portland
gets
a word ol objection, which is
echoed by L iu"
of Kennebec, and a ,ew lesser
lights, such as
Bradford, ot Eastport, ami Rust, ol Belfast
Senator Goodwin, of fork, and
plucky little
Dau. White, ol Bangor, join m Lhe chorus
on
tlie other side.
Lang claims that the blank
was meant for Morrill.
While wants the blank
man produced.
Elder Stevens jumps into a
“hair and nearly unhinges himself with frantic
After a while he makes himself
gestures.
heard, pleading for peace. “Don’t do anything to disturb the harmony of Lin parlv
have peace, peace.
Prentiss, of Bangor,
shouts from Hie gallery that the
way to secure
for
was
the
peace
Morrill men to
own up

iii

Ben. Butler for counsel.
A

took

veterinary surgeon
a hall as
large as

In Convention ot tie* two

M. Drew was eleeted

at

Washington recently
ten pounder from

a

W

S.

Badger.

a

Win.

branches, Franklin
Seeretary of State over
1'. Frye was elected AtI’iuiotliy II Hubbard

General over
It was formed of plaster of torney
John C. Caldwell was elms,
paris that had been used to color his ground
of Chas. W. Huberts
horse's stomach.

feed.

Sickness and

poverty
dier, Kdwaial Stowell,
Worcester,

caused a veteran solto

poison himself

at

lie will have no more bondhold-

er’s taxes to pay.
lien. Lovell II.

died at New Orleans

the Till
Ho was a soldier of the Mexican
war, and (ought all through the rebellion on the
Union side.
He was an ardent
ami

on

Adjutant General

For Members of tin Kxeutive Council, Hen
ry C. Heed, George W. Uaudall. Horace li
Prescott. William Phiibrick, F.lias Milllken, Jo

sepb W, Porter, Samuel
chosen.

Kqsseau

n

K.

Whiting,

were

The Democrats voted tor James

f

Bawson, S. Clifl'ord Belcher, Alfreds. Kimball,
W. 11. Simpson, Albert W Bradbury. Chas. 11
Whittier.

On Friday Gov. Chambeilan was iuaugiirnt
Democrat,
being expelled from Congress In 1865 for caning ed, and delivered Ids Message
an
insolent political priest, was immediately
The Senatorial light absorbs the attentlou ol
re-elected,
at the .capital, and there will be no
lie then
and
was
everybody
resigned,
appointed Brigadier General in the regular army. other business trunsat ed until that is disposThe present winter in Florida is the
coldest
for lid years.

l’ortlaud is

in

trouble about her

harbor.

I lie steamers

get in.

drawing 56 feet of water, can’t
I’he “middle
ground” Is what’s the

matter.
Ihe President is
considering the
pardoning Dr. Mudd.

matter

of

ed of.
A t ors a, Jan. 12.
The Senatorial question h:.s assumed a new
aspect. Mr Perry, a member ot the House, has
declared in a card that he threw the blank in
the caucus, intending to so do.
This leaves
Mr. Handin with a chan majority of the Urpublicans In the l.eglslature who desired to
vote.

The Railroad
Decision

in

The.

StTREME JUDICIAL COURT. DICKERSON, J.,
Presiding.
Samuel Dilloway vs. James Haley.
Action
for money lmd and received.
Continued on

Favor of the Road!

Application

Despatches received Inn
bring the glad tidings tine
at Portland tin

'■

Denied !
1

in

SOIOM.4 WI]fF.

Court Record.

Injunction Case!

Vose.
Nalium P. Nealley vs. Crawford S. Fletcher.
Wednesday Action on account. Verdict for
plaintiff, $7,75.

the

report.

Supreme

Vose.

i.-cm was announced

Hubbard.

McLellan.

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft I__

Bittered with a variety of plants, roots and seeds, compose the famous SONOMA BITTERS that so much is
said about now-a days. The sale is immense. C. A.
RICHARDS & CO., Sole Proprietors, Boston.

AND TROCHE

|

DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness,

A %VI\K C3LASK

!

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, &c.

Of C. A. Richards & Co.'s SONOMA WINE BITTERS
taken once or twice a day, will give you an appetite and
restore your strength. Sold by grocers and druggists.

Nchenck n Pulmonic Sy rup.
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according
to directions,
t hey an all three to be taken at the same
1 hey cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
time.

POWDER,

A

And all Disorders resulting from COLDS in

;

Throat and Vocal

Head,
This

Organs. I

Remedy

docs not 4*I>ry up” a Catarrh but
LOOftKUV* it; frees the heed of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allars
•md so«»ili«»s the Im» ruing- hoar in Catarrh; is so
uiilii and agreeable in its effects that it positively

Simonton

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
rilllE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County of
X Waldo, will be held at the office of the Register of
Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of February,
A.D. 1869, at 3 o’clock, P. M.

PETER THACHER.

Register in Bankruptcy,
Belfast, Dec. 10,1868.

5th

Cong. Dist., Me.
2-ltf.

BANKRUPTCY.
IT. S. Deputy Marshal,)
bay bought during
District ok Maine,
lismiss _•
Belfast, Jan. -1,1809. )
for plaintiff, $44.
Also Benj. A. Curtis vs. ir to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food
flTHIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE: That on the fifteenth
and makes good blood; the patient begins to,
an ; the rui'ro ,.l are therefore at liberty to
KT'Cures
without
digests
and
of
same
for
action
kind.
Verdict
same,
X day of October, A. D. 1868, a warrant in Bankrupt; grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
,.
,.„i it., ; litioners have nothing more j
cy was issued against the Estate of SAMUEL G. THURthe disease and gets well. This
plaintiff in both cases, Curtis $44.
Mathews, isandthethe patient outgrows
Aa a Truclie Powder, Is pleasant to the taste, LOW ot
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and State of
to
cure
only way
consumption.
and never nauseates; when swallowed,instantly gives to «
,;o in tin ui.itlei. xeept to pay the costs.
Maine, who individually and as a member of the firm of
$;S4. Abbot and Runnels. McLellan an 1 NickTo these three medicines Dr. J. II. Schenck, of Phila- I
the Throat and Vocal Organs a
S.
G.
Thurlow
& Co., consisting of said Thurlow and
nas
received
our
owes
his
i.,-n-s
unrivaled
success
in
joyfully
peothe
treatment of;
I |
by
delpliia,
j erson.
James White, has been adjudged a bankrupt on his own
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
1;, il> ivciv rung, guns fired, and a general
Petition; that the payment of any debts and delivery of
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it olf by |
any property belonging to such Bankrupt, to him, or for
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
jubilation indulged in.
g
Washington Matters.
his use, and the transfer of any property by him are forIs the best Voice Tonic in the world!
ripe a slight cough will throw it olf, and the patient has i
bidden by law; that a meeting of the creditors of the
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
1UTLER ON THE MNANCES
it! Safe,
and
cts.
35
Try
only
said
Bankrupt, to prove their debts, and to choose one or
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Sold by Druggists, or mailed Iree. address,
The failure of the House to bold a session : must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
Local items, &c.
to be holden at Belfast in the District of
the Puliuonie Syrup and the food will make good
COOPEIt. WIL8AY Ac CO..
Bankruptcy,
yesterday prevented the delivery of Gen. But- that
Maine, before Peter Thacher, Register on the sixteenth
blood.
Propr's, iMiilatlt-lpliiu.
tler's speech on the financial issues of the day. j Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act
of
February, a. D. 1869, at 8 o’clock, P. M. at the
upon the liver, removing
Wholesale Agents :—G. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST day
: all
office of the Register of Probate.
obstructions, relax the ducts ot the gall bladder, the BROS. & lilltD,
;
Prin it x<i.
Our job office, which has; He hopes to get the floor to-morrow, and it is bile
M. S. BURK & CO., WEEKS & POT3W20
LEANDER WEEKS,
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
understood his speech will be worse than an
TER. Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHIL- U. S.
Deputy Marshal, as Messenger, District ot Maine.
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
n for some weeks suspended in its opera& CO., Portland.
W.
PERKINS
LIPS
&
J.
St.
Catharine’s
wheel
the
RadiCO.,
ignited
among
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
For sale In all Druggists in Belfast.
ns. for want of a workman, is now again iu
lysj/12
cal'.
He say he will make the lire fly in al! very dangerous to use unless with great care,', that will
District Court of the United ) r„
1N KAJ,K-RLI rt '•
the gall bladder and start the secretions oi the
unlock
States. District of Maine.
\
and
such
as
do
not
desire
to
be
desire
work
.lining order. Those who
neatly directions,
SCIENCE
OE
THE
LIFE
liver like Scheuck's Mandrake Pills.
;
In the matter of William N. Knox, Bankrupt.
burned
must stand aside.
Tile
General
regrets
«. i
Liver Complaint is one ol the mo.-t promincfit causes
fXpeditiously done, are invite*! to give us a that the innocent remark he made
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition havSELF-PRESERVATION.
when leav- of Consumption.
I .very description, from a visiting card
ing been presented to the Court on the 20th day
Schenck’s
White
Seaweed i onic is u gentle stimulant and
Medical Book, the best in the world, written
the
House
on
New
Year's
should
ing
day
ot
August,
A.D., 1808, by WILLIAM N. KNOX of East
mammoth poster, got out at short notice. have been reported, as it might lie construed ! alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
by Dr. A. H. Hayes, who has had more experience
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he
preparation is made ol, assists the stomach to throw out ! in dealing with diseases treated upon in this book than Macbias,
be decreed to have a lull discharge fiom all his debts
as disrespectful to the President, which lie the
may
gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic any other living physician. It treats upon the ERRORS
Id.
Progressive Age is informed that the County of j
He therefore authorizes its : Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- j OF YOl TH, l'KEMATURE DECLINE OF MAN provable under the Bankrupt Act, upon which an order
V\ aidi) lias be- n made into ten assessment divisions un- never intended.
ot notice was issued from said Court, returnable on the
tion or souring ot the stomach.
HOOD, SEMINAL WEAKNESS and all DISEASES
Internal Revenue law. .). TV. Webster K.-q., has contradiction.
Post
i
[Boston
Correspondence,
The great leason why physicians do not cure Con- and ABUSES ot the GENERATIVE ORGANS. It con- 30th day of November, A. D., 1808, which order o( notice,
fell appointiil A "istam A-sissur in the following loth.
and without fault on the part of the
i.
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi- tains :iuu pages bound in cloth, illustrated with beautiful through accident,
M*\iiIt,i>t, Itcimont. ltrook.', Freedom, 1-desboro,
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night engravings. “This is no quack doctor’s cheap advertis- Petitioner, has not been complied with; and said Peti1 ne< nville, Montvilh Morrill North
nox
bert
tioner
now
HIE SENATORIAL CONTEST IN MAINE,
applying to the Court for a new order of Nosweats, hectic lever, and by so doing they derange the ing pamphlet but a truly scientific and popular treatise tice
rt
A lid Reuben A.
Pul-Tin.> s-eni-moiii u.d T\ .ddo
upon his said Petition (October 29, 1808). Upon reada hole digestive powers, locking
up the secretions, and by one of the most learned and popular physicians of the
i.i 1.
said
Petition
WiMiTj.uM ha.- been appointed Assistanf Asses-| between Morrill and Hamlin excites much in- eventually the patient sinks
anew.
ing
and dies.
day. It the voung and middle-aged would avoid mental
Mi-- f.diowinn towns, Rurn/iam, Frankfort, Monroe,
terest in Congressional circles here.
It is now Ordered by the Court that a hearing be
It is said
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a depression, all nervous diseases, premature decay and
,!f t. S**:tr*p.irt, Mock ton. Sw mvflle, Thorndike.)
had
the
that while Morrill relied on Portland and Au- cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause, death, let them read Dr.
same, on the first day of February, A. D.,
f nity onl W mterport.
Hayes’popular medical work 1869,upon
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
gusta to carry him through safely, Hamlin was and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can entitled‘The Science of Life.’”—Medical and Surgical ten o’clock. A. M., and that
notice thereof be published
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Journal.
:i Urn-. x Co., have put up a very handsome
>irij
in the Machias Republican and the Republican Journal,
busy with the small county members, and as it Catarrh, Canker,
Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
Sent by mail, securely scaled, on receipt of price, only
of Belfast, newspapers printed in said District, once a
•'
tln'ir )>opular dry goods establishment. It Is well known in Maine that Hamlin serves his stomach are made
vi
$1: in extra Morocco, $:!. Address the Author, No. 4
healthy.
11 a person has consumption, of course the lungs in Bullinch street, Boston, (opposite the Revere House.) week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
friends, and that Morrill’s friends now hold the
ra.-t
much attention.
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bronN. B.—Dr. H. can always be consulted in the strictest proved their debts and other persons iu interest, may apoffices, it is considered a foregone conclusion chial
pear to show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass confidence. Inviolable Secrecy and Certain ItclieJ.
-Cmi..
I!y :om< m>.-terious and unexplained j that Morrill is defeated.
said Petition should not be granted.
ol intlammationand fast decaying, in such cases what
*piy4-i
•i.
eiiiipljiri-i tiers m ule their escape from our i
WM P. PREBLE,
must be done'( It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
3w27*
Clerk of District Court for said District.
The efforts of the Virginia Committee to but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver
night if-- wa ek One w;d William It. Haskell
have
have the pending Constitution in their State so lost their power to make blood out oi food. Now the
!• vl l-.»r breaking into stor,
and robbing vessels at
BIRTHS.
District Court of the United ) Tx. „..„
only chance is to take Dr. Scheuck’s three medicines,
iN ba.nKrli icy.
port. The otln-r \va> ;i voung Patterson, arrested amended as to provide for universal amnesty which will
States, District of Maine.
bring
up a tone to the stomach, the patient
)
Iii
Dec.
Oxford,
25th, to the wife of Mr. Cyrus S.
r< breaking in thi- city.
TT c understand that there and universal suffrage are likely to be realized. will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make
a son.
Ilaycs,
In
the
matter
of
Edwin
P.
Treat, Bankrupt.
ii• 1 i‘nca done to any part of the jail, or any means Several senators and members who have been good blood; then the patient begins to gain in llosh, and
At Mechanic Falls, Dec. doth, to the wife of Otis B.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
consulted to-day on Hie subject express will- as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence Delano, a daughter; also to the wife of David Patch, a
ipc known. Tin y are simply not there.
to the Court, this second day of January,
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well.
This is
presented
son.
I
S
Mitct-t!u-above was in type it has been asccr’ ingness to vote tor an act ot Congress to carry the only way to cure Consumption.
A. D., 1869, by EDWIN P. TREAT of Frankfort, in said
out these designs.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver ComDistrict, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to
! that the prisoners bad false keys.
and
have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under
plaint
Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and ManMARRIED.
Pills
drake
are sufficient, without the Pulmonic
the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
fit 'Cendants of Mr. TVm. Frederick and wife held
Syrup,—
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
The FANCY GOODS dept, at Simonton Bros. & as
Ill this city, Jan. lath, by ltev. W. O.
inily gathering on the *th, to tvlebr.ue the fiftieth
Dr. E. upou the same, on the first Monday of July, A. D., 1869,
Thomas,
they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for M. Martin oi Hampden, and Mrs. Olive IS. Clark of this before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten
of tin ii married life. The hfty y w married couples
Co., contain THE LATEST style Lace Collars.
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- city.
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
very abundant .a the eoiumunity now a-days..
Lai e lldkfs., Lace Tidies, Lace Veils, Inlants Emb. ed
In Winterport, Jan. tird, by ltev. A. II.
away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage ol PulWright, Mr. the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
I red s. Barnard, of St. Louis. Mo., to Miss Laura F.
his
Hobes.
aud
Notions of all kinds, monary Consumption,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
physicians having pronounced
Slipper Patterns,
despatch front Cuba, dated tC Mil, states that the
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his late. He Merrill of W. In Winterport Jan 10th, bv ltev. A. H. three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their
W right, Mr. Henry L. Barker of Brewer, to Miss
d
selling at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
FI a--I I.
lit. |»»»:-* ( apt rhomb.-, was ilSliOle
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his reMary debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
A. Hopkins of Frankfort.
o
time and place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
c
w .t*T h i' tnc r
inelior. She was from :
Call and examine the late style Cloaks and Wa- covery many thousands similarly atliicted have used Dr.
Schenck’s
with
the same remarkable sucpreparations
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
Florida, lumber knlon.
terproofs just received at the new store of Simon- cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not abWM. P. PREBLE,
DIED.
3w2G
Clerk of District Court for said District.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
proprietors oi ilu Ivaiahdin desire it to be under- ! ton Bros. & Co.
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
o that she will run regal.uly until
March, when she |
Great Bargains in Corsets, Hoop Skirts aud Ho- professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
District Court of the United t
Tv bankruptcy.
,». VKRrpT,,Y
1N
hiul
[Obituarynotices, beyond the date, name and age, must
l-.r n p.tic. ami the Cambridge take her
Saturda', where all litters for advice must be addressed.
States. District of Maine.
j
siery at Simouton Bros & Co.
He is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New be. paid for. j
In the matter of Harford B. Knowles, Bankrupt.
other
and
at
No.
35
Hanover
York, every
Tuesday,
Street,
Tile Hammotli Cave.
In this city, Dec. 28th, F.lla \V. daughter of Mr. Daniel
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition having
!
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
lishing i- ,ivt ly at Coo-. Pond—a beautiful lake to
aged 15 years.
A .‘tract from a Private Letter.
been presented to the Court on the twentieth day ot
but lor a thorough examination with liis Respirometer Faunee,
At F ist Boston, 0th iust., Priscilla P.
wtliward, that deserves n better name. Since the
*
Brown, aged 72 August, A. D., 18G8, by HARFORD B. KNOWLES ol
*
*
*
*
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from
A. M. to
We
about
8
groped
years
months, wile of Henry Brown, formerly uf North- Pembroke, in said District a Bankrupt, praying that lie
formally hours 3 P.M.
lorbidding tin netting of the trout, and catching in this wonderful
Me.
place. 1 never saw anything
c oil spawning beds, ha.Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each port,
might be decreed to have a lull discharge irom all his
gone into operation, they I like it.
The freaks of nature displaced here are
r
or
a
half
dozen. Mandrake Pills
$1.50 p< bottle,
$?.5o
debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and an order ol
ner ased wonderfully.
A great many arc taken, j very strange, and strike the beholder
with awe. 25 cents a box. (i.
notice having been issued thereupon by said Court,return
GOODWIN &. CO,, 38 Hanover
"
SHIP NEWS.
But the air iu some parts of the cave is close and Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all
able before said Court, at Portland, in said District, on
lfhlug from two to eight pounds each.
drugthe thiitieth day of November, A. D., 1868, at three
and when we came out 1 found mvself gists.
stifling,
Iy20
1
hr. Lewis W. Pendleton who lectured on ! saddled with a terrible
o’clock, P. M., and it having been made to appear to the
1'OIIT OF BELFAST.
fever, which entirelv prosOWING TO THE FECI'
rOMAX.Court that the said order, through accident, and without
FEMALES,
was
the
nudi
trated
me.
The physician had never seen 'a ease
veiling,
compiiwciiU-d by
largest
j
ARRIVED.
liar and important relations which they sustain,
fault upon the part of said Bankrupt has not been comthat na-a-sembh-il during the course. His subject like it before, and no remedy he prescribed seemed
the peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, dan. 7, Schr. Ida Morton, Cottrell, Bostou.
with; and said Bankrupt upon this twenty-first
plied
to do the teasi good. My life was
-ditninii Saltn
reterred to salt as the mineral
d. P. Merriam, Clark,
despaired ot. are subject to many sufferings. Freedom lrom these
do
day of December, A. D., 1868, having applied to the Court
s,
j Mrs.
with
whom
I
was
contribute
in
no
small
their
a
to
and
N.
for
new
order of notice upou his said Petition :
welWilson,
had
in
"••■•
degree
do
"U w.-re in se.ireh ol when they tirst
happiness
Berry,
Pendleton,
residing,
began to | the house a bottle of
It is now Ordered by the Court that a hearing be
do
Plantation Bitters, and fare, for none can bo happy who are ill. Nor only so,
Orozimbo, Gilmore,
.ok t;e bowds oi tie- « >rth. It is frequently men- !
hud upon the same, on the first Monday ot June, A. D.,
she insisted I should try it, for she said she knew but no one ol these various female complaints can long
SAILED.
1
d in tie llible ami oil- nest by way of illustration,
be suffered to run on without involving the general
it to be a certain cure in ail eases of fever,
1809, Delore the Court in Portland, in said District, at
dan. Hi, Schr. Lucy d. Warren, Allen, Baltimore.
debility
ten o’clock. A. M., and that notice thereof be published
hat hen poet are full ot allusions to salt.
1 he Arabs | ague, dyspepsia, &e.
I bad but little faith, but health of the individual, and ere long producing permanent sickness and premature decline.
Victory, Shufe, BQSton.
in the Maehias Republican and the Republican Journal,
Nor is it pleasant
/.id lb*- eating
m ui’s salt
a bond ol peace, and i filially consented to try it as a last resort.
X. Clifford,Shute. Boston.
In less to consult a physician lor the relief of these various delinewspapers printed in said District, once a week for
than three hours
the first dose my fever left cate affections, and only upon the most urgent iiecc.-sii\
.ii i! tie
tru*
h--ert v ::i inch d a person to whom
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
j me; iu two days lafter
will
a
true
was
woman
so
tar
aud
sacrifice
her
their
debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
before
charm
Satas
sitting up,
greatest
is thii- bound. The u
of the article is as universal :
J was well as ever, i tell you all this to do this. The sex will then thank us for placing in
said time and place, and show cause, it any they have,
urday
night
that ol Watand ubiio-d s m-ee-sary. The possession that
their
hands
which
will
be
j
found
the
efficasimple, specifies
you may know how to act in any case of fever,
why
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
•1 -alt ii. abutidan-‘e is an element ol national greatness. or
SI51 ONTOX will deliver a Lecture—Subject*
WM. P. PREBLE,
any similar disease. I firmly believe the Plan- cious in relieving and curing almost every one of those
troublesome
to
the
sox.
3w26
Clerk of District Court lor said Districtcomplaints peculiar
Sii|M»rfl«ition.”—in the Methodist Vestry at
it an
and Venice owed, aud France and Kngland owe
J tation Bii-ters saved my life. *****
II elm hold’s Extract or incur. Hundreds suffer searsport, Monday Evening, Jan.
at
seven
and
In
13th,
much
tin ir t"wvr to the possession of abundant supmy next I will tell vou about the Cave in detail. on in silence, and hundreds of others
apply vainly to a halt o’clock.
T COURT OF THE IX1TTO
1
A. J. P.
1’i:k Order Com. arrangements.
largest portion of the salt of commerce
druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them
STATES.—District ot Maine.—IN BANKRUPT
the
of
a
cure
with
or
hope
apply remedies which make
Searsport, dan. 12, 18(59.
nut a- from !■ ;relish rock -alt.
The salt mines of Cra.
Magnolia Water.—Superior to the best im- them worse.
CY.—In the matter of James 1. Wetmore, a Bankrupt.
I would not wish to assert anything that
•a
e f..!■boo
that ii
n iii
The third general meeting ot the creditors ol James 1.
years, arc ot great ex- ported German Cologne, and sold at half the price. would do injustice to the afflicted, but lam
obliged to
n
I Ie--. are of themselves a subter- j
Wetmore, a Bankrupt, will be held at Bellast, in said
n;
ini'
o
say tint allhough it may be produced lrom excessive exHealth: and \\ ealth.
Health
District, on the sixteenth day ot February, A. D., 1869,
depends upon haustion of the powers of life, by laborious employment,
Tht re are human habitations there,
m hi
j our keeping our systems iu proper tone. Wc often
unwholesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use
TIIE Subscriber oilers for sale his at 3 o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Timelier, Esq.,
’•ildii'ii ire born, where street^ are made along need the aid of tonics to do
one
of the Registeis in Bankruptcy iu said District, to
so.
house, situated on Pleasant Street, near
Speer’s “Standard ot tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oltencr
at the office ol the Register of Probate, lor the
ii ui earts, and through which a river of
the I’hcenix House, in Belfast.
Wine Bitters,’’ according to the opinion of our caused by direct irritation, applied to the mucous memThe wit,
named in the twenty-eight section ol the Bankhouse is in goon repair, with a good
*h
best aud most successful Medical Practitioners are. brane ol the vagina itself.
fl-'w-. Three times these mines have eonbarn, purposes
Act ol March lid, 1867.
When
the
causes
rupt
of
these
one
and
comreviewing
three-fourths acres of land, &c.—
distressing
••d an onr.
The lecturer gave a long and interesting the desideratum so long sought after by the proWILLIAM G. CROSBY, Assignee,
It will be sold at a bargain. Persons deplaints, it is most paiulul to contemplate the attendant
fession. Try them ami be convinced.
~w26
riveti h d fit* < r.ae«.\v mines.
evils consequent upon them. It is but simple justice to siring to see 1 lie premises can do so by
Belfast, Maine.
calling on the subSold by Druggists.
the subject to enumerate a lew ot the many additional scriber.
:
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until it is known in

evi

ry part of the land.

Its effects in

the hands of those who have used it
though remarkable, and to me, exceedingly gratifying, do
not surprise me, lor 1 know what it did for me and bar
(
! done for
my neighbors.

|

STORE,

Every day, almost, 1 hear
doing.

ot the

Those who

will

There

as

are

AND

FITTED

it

once

for

them,

in

the

wrought

be

never

brought within the reach of all.
Many recommendations of it from

it is

given if it

persons residing
deemed mlv

were

sable
in placing it before the public,
great conlideiua i-j
felt that it will meet with a cordial reception.
If the people had not been so frequently and so
gros-

ly imposed

Expressly

it lets

without it.
many who would pay a great price for it it' they
obtain it without. This, however, is needless,
use

in different States could he

FURNISHED

cures

and the wonders it is

could not

upon, it would

seem

any person

reading

my

certificates,

attested

as some

tures of

of the

some

very strange to me that
recommendations unit

circulars,

of them

are

by

the

signs

best citizens ot Rockland, should

doubt the efficacy and value of this sal\e.
l expect that spurious imitations
salve purport
ing to be superior, Ac., will be offered to the public a;.-?
i wish all to know that then is

NEW ANI> EM.I'AYT

sou

no

salvo

the ingredients of it
could proportion them properly.

and that

even

if

«

\tant like mile

were

hi

own m>

p«

Those who would know further theeflicacy and value of
this salve, arc at liberty to address any ot the partirwhose

names are

attached to the

circulars and

recom-

mendations.

BRICK

BLOCK,

ERECTED THE LAST SEASON BY

AXEL

YAKMOl 1 11, .July *^U, lN'.s,
My Dkak Mis> Saw i;u
1 received your kind letter,
and alter a little while 1 got your Salve. It has dune u
a great deal of good and 1 think it will soon cure me.
It
removes all inflammation and soren.'
and t do not
know what I shall do without it.
I here is nothing lik.
it, for 1 had tried everything 1 heard of, and nothing did
me any good.
1 had prepared many salves myself, but
they did not benefit me. My residence is in Philadelphia
I have been in Yarmouth for some time, with my
daughter, but shall probably return home this tall.’ I shal
want several dozens of your good Salve when 1 go buckl
1 recommend it wherever 1 go, and have already intro*
duced it into many families. My occupation is very try
ing. 1 have been a nurse for many years. My health
failed me so much last winter that 1 feared I should be
obliged to give up business; but. through the mercy ot
my Heavenly Father, I have thus far been able to eon
tinue my work. 1 often meditate upon His
gooduess to
me.
Although we are personally strangers, I hope, mv
dear Miss Sawyer, that in spirit we are not. Your God
is my God, and we are both striving for a better home in
Heaven. 1 trust 1 shall have the pleasure of seeing you
before my return, as you spoke of coming this way soon.
Your affectionate friend,
SARAH A.FRKKRORN.

ON
Chicago, 111., October lu, lstks.
Mi:. 1.. M. Bobbins—Dear Sir:—1 have never written
letter in praise ot any medicine during the whole course
of my life, and it was not that 1 wanted a dozen boxes ol
Miss Sawyer’s Salve I would not write now. I got a box
by chance, in New York, audits effect upon me has been
such that 1 have been greatly improved, ami am ot opinion that another box will effect a permanent cure. My
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
me send for some tor them.
You will therefore please
send me by express ('.(). D. a dozen dollar boxes, and
Yours respectfully,
oblige
A. L. SANDERSON.
a

eraTdebility

Church

Street.

ALL

AN INSPECTION OF OUR

We claim that Miss
from all others.

GOODS AND

PRICES

Dwelling

IS RESPECTFULLY

Sawyer’s Salve

That there

is

entirely

different

great many good salv os
offered for sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER’S
SAEVE. That every family should have a box at this
season ot the >ear.
That it will do all and more than It
Is recommended to do. l’ut
up in boxes at
vftOctft., and $1. A great saving is made by taking a
box.
large
Prepared by Miss C. SAW YER, and put up
by L. !ft. ROBDI1VA, Wholesale anil Hotuil
llrnggiiti, Rockland.Re.
are a

GEO. C. GOODWIN A- Co

SOLICITED.

Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass.

JOHN E.

HO

1 nikfj

advertising

it 1 am frequently told that I shall
remunerated for my pains, or get the money
back which i may *p< ml in making it known to the
pul*
lie. This does not trouble me as 1 am not actuated
by

never

Storage,

PAY! PAY! PAY!!

multiplied,

who want just such
alvo, but do not know where to
procure it. Many, indeed, write tli it they have inquired
for it ot various apothecaries and been
urged to take some
In

AT THE

Mortgagee’s

SI

1

other kind.

1

Wharfage

I

among the neighbors; cases of various
and repeated applications for the salve
were made to me; and from that
day to this I have put
up considerable quantities of it. chiefly tor the use of the
citizens ot my own city
I have repeatedly been solicited to introduce it to the
general public, but being under no necessity of doing any

j

....

Listen

enlargement

thing ot the kind from pecuniary considerations, and
toresccing many difficulties in the way of introducing it
as well as the fact, if successful in
convincing the public
ot its real value, the market would soon be flooded with
base imitations, I have declined until recently. I haw*
at length consented,
knowing hat there are multitudes

Jeweller,

N

to

noised abroad

kinds

WORSTEDS,

LOCKE,

AS

inflammatory rheumatism, leading

hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useless.
I made some ot the salve lor her, she used it, and in a
few weeks she was clean and whole.’
This was soon

GLOVES,

>roTlCE

REMOVAL,

old

an

can be substantiated by many of the citizens o*
Rockland conversant with the facts.
Some time after I got about, one ot my neighbor
children was sadly afflicted with scrofulous sores upon

j

County.

Light Company.

and withal

The

ments

■

-w

community,

nurse.

application dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain,
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in .i short time
entirely cured me. i have had but one attack -ince, when
two or three applications drove it away. These state-

for Sale.

THOMAS B. GROSE,

esteemed in the

periments until success crowned my endeavors. The
salve which I now offer to the public was the result. It-

<

.•

a

give me permanent relief.
Necessity is the mother of invention.’ I set my sell
to work, at last, to see what I could
myself devise for my
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative proper
ties of various things that seemed to me
adapted to my
case, I began to compound them, and continued my ex

1

■

woman,

to have my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters.
seriously feared that 1 should be a cripple for life.

1

Dwelling House

worthy

a

all failed to

••

House for Sale.

She is

years.

tried almost everything that promised bem lit. But the
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniments,

Searsport.

DlfcTltJM

resident ot Rockland, and has been

the limbs. I suffered great, and sometimes -.-xcrueiat
nig pain. My muscles were so swollen and contract.-!
that I could not walk, and when sitting up was compelU-d

<•

Lecture at
DIE

a

experienced

ot

THIS

.•

is

thirty

than

origin of her salve may Inbest related in her own words.
I11
»»y leet asid ankles became very much diseased

v

..

Sawyer

more

member of the first Baptist Church, well known and

■

•'

trace

to its source.

We want to know the origin ot things, what they have
been, and done, and what their merits are.
It is not strange, therefore, tl at those who read of Miss
Who is Miss Sawyer t'
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire,
How came she to get up a salve ?”
Who knows any
What has t done?”
thing about it ?’’
What will it
do ?” The following will give satisfaction to the
inquir-

v

THIS

Philosophy

Art.

a

natural to the hum.u mind to desire to

It is

HENHY,

Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y.
This valuable Salve is sold

by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO

Belfast, December 9th, 1868,

1

r3?A8,‘"*'

f<”

«»<>

vicinity,

Jgrmiltuml.
Milch Cows and Dairy Farming.
i.i iTi ui
•

Massachusetts v<;kinl.l.KM'., 1SY < TIAHI.ES I FLINT.

hi ronr. the

I I.IT KM.

tauce, for the average increased weight of
cattle slaughtered already represents an
invested capital of more than thirty' millions
of dollars.
I have spoken to you of the
origin of our native stock, and it must be
apparent that it was such that it can have
no uniformity in any of its qualities, and
Cattle are
cannot therefore be relied on.
animals reclaimed from a wild slate, improved by domestication, hut with a tendency to revert to their original condition.
I'lte wild cow has no dairy qualities; she
gives milk but a few weeks, then barely
enough to support her oilspring, and the
in Ahvw-hugland w'e
tlow' soon ceases.
have the host basis for a dairy stock in the
world, hut to develop it requires tint utmost,
care aud attention i.t breeding and many
■■
l ie
general remarks,
years of time.
gentlemen, give you :t:i idea id the topics
which wo arc. to discus* in our future inves-

MHlIlfAL AMD SiROICAL OFFICE,
Mo. 40 Endicott Street, Bo«ton.

our

DK.

i SRI
i
|

Dairies are ol different
(lie town dairy, the butter and cheese
dairy, where the work is associated and
•arried oil at a factory, and the family dairy.
!
The lirst step in our course is to become
aeipiuinted with the stock generally used,
and those that should he used lor dairy purposes. Those more generally used at the
present time, are what are called native.
Hie origin nt this stock is so very obscure,
1 have endeavored by a:i examination of the
colonial records to ascertain from whence
they came, and what were their original
The lirst cattle that came
characteristics.
tigations.
to America were landed at Jamestown iu
1 Pus, and several lots were imported to that
Tile farmer's object should no to make
colony iu the following years. These cat- i tilings pay, if he is going to live by his protie were shipped, some from Kuglaud, from fession and ha1, e something b>r his children
Ireland, and some from the West- Indies, i to commence in the world with. Poorly
to the
ere cattle deemed
So important
kept stock at I half cultivated fields do not
colonv that an ordinance was passed with
P'ky.
the severest penalties !<> prevent them from
1
in
HGO
hail
increased
being killed, and
they
Fanning is a trade; and a liiaa has to
The lirst. j learn it, however much he may know ; tlie
in numbers to several thousand.
•cattle brought to the Plymouth Colony were, knowledge must he applied, and made the
imported by Governor Wiushov in HilM. ! man’s busin s. II cannot learn it in a
The importation consisted of three heifers i day, hut must expect to improve constantly.
t
and a bull.
1 h<■ > helm.;,
the colony, A good understanding is a very mcid basis
|
lull w i*i placed in the bauds oi’ individuals to begin with—it is rcarim •*. superstructto be cured for for a form ol years, when j ure on a good Imindal ion.
they nere to he returned to the proper ollitheir increase.
Others were
eers with
A horse !• »
forty teeth; twenty-four
brought in soon alter and distributed in the grinders, four tushes, and twelw iuei-ois or
a tile
manner.
These cattle had no uninippers. i'lic. «*t,it is born with eight doubformity of color ; sonic were black, some le teeth ; at about two months of age four
red, and some white. About lthiO, one more appear, one upon each jaw.
At one
hundred and thirty head were landed and year four more come, and at the age ol two,
distributed among the settlers in Salem and tout* others, and at three tom more, makits vicinity.
In ldfl.t the Dutch at New- ing the mouth lull.
Twenty lour grinders.
York brought cattle from the Texul, which |
were kept and owned by the Holland Comn article on on1
ta i < r. in
The Ho.st.on \
Not far from 1027 the settlers in north-western pos-e- .m >n
v-. 1.i«•
the followpany.
Delaware supplied themselves with cattle, ing incident
I (tiring the year.- Idol,’02,!
from Kurope.
A gentleman 11 om Oregon recently nu t in the
and V.:!, Mason brought quite a number of baekwoods*-! Maine :i government contractor
cattle to the province oi Ncw-Dampshire. who had !)(•••?; scarehiug for month* tJirough
These cattle came from Denmark. The the forest, nr.i •imb.w booms >d Maine for some
hu ge dme-nsi »n slock : mo. tindirg but a stick
business of the. New-Hampshire settlers was here
and there of sidle lent si/- was in despair
I hi- gentlemainly the manufacture of its forests into of being able to {;!! hi eontr.n
potash, and Mason selected the Denmark man gave tiie oi.rmcior the n in* of a lumbercattle tor their remarkable working quali- i man in Oregon who would 1'mn .sh the stock lie
N ov York in les*
and dedwr •
ties. They were large honed, strong and desired
lie could pick
time, and at i<-- expense. !
hardy, and laid the foundation for the best it up in Maine :11111«•«»ub 1 m readily :' flic orbreed of working cattle in ihe world.
Thus der if tiie Icngtii ami .e !nw dimousif.ns of the
-.
P-hi.
you see from whence our native cattle! stock were incr eased 11»
—r ill—iV'*
-'vyj-jts:ai».
-*.a-Kiajasati
From England, Ireland, Holland, j
sprang.
Denmark, ami the Wcst-Judies, and some j
probably from Sweden. 'They were of no j
uniform nice or breed, and as the colonies
frequently exchanged their stock they soon
became perfectly
mixed.
Cattle were
brought, to Carolina from abroad in 1(170,
'rata *: £ a.s.s vx 2 s * a rs*
and to Georgia in 1700, and about that
time they were brought to Nova-Scotia, and
thence sent over Canada.
An old writer
says,: “The Virginia cattle were very little
PRINTED IN OIL COLORS!
cared for and
that
were [

Gentlemen:

'kinds,

■

*■

—*

—

|lcli! Abbatiscmcnts.

The

Western

poorly kept,

pastured in

World

HOOTS & SHOES!
AT

F. PADELFORD gives exclusive attention
to diseases of the genlto urinary organs, and all diseases of a
nature, in both sexes.
private
DR. PADELFORD lias gained a great celebrity for the
cure of the above diseases than any physician in America.
His great success in those long standing and difficult
cases, such as were formerly considered incurable, is sut-

IROQ

IMPORTANT!

W.

ticient to commend him to the public as worthy the extensive patronage he haa received.
It is
to witness some of the cases that are
INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS LARGER THAN
to him, where the disease has been driven into
presented
EVER!
the system by quacks, the abuse of Mercury and Copaiva,
&c., to break out again in the form of spots and ulcers on
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats,
and emaciation.
!
Hardly a day passes but he has patients recommended
Saved by clubbing together and buying C< >TTON CLOTH*
to his care by
from the country, and this and
DRESS GOODS, WOOLLEN GOODS, HOSIERY,
other cities, who have not the means of
sufficient
with
BLANKETS, SHAWLS, &cM &e., together
them
to cure the worst*of all disexperience
tojcnablc
BOOTS and SHOES, BOOKS, CUTLERY, SILVEReases.
PLATED WARE, CASTORS, FANCY GOODS, Set., ot
TO YOUNG MEN.

PER

100

CENT

Down to

A

gaining

street, lloston, namt.,
Dealers hj (lie IT.
Estahllslietl 1804.

Wholesale

sold by us are described in printed slips or
cheeks,' which arc sent to any address ai the rate ot ten
cents each, in clubs of ten, twenty, thirty, forty, sixty,
one hundred, one hundred ami fifty, two hundred, tj
For a dollar the receiver can buy the article described in
the check, or exchange it tor any one of two or three
hundred other articles in our circular. As a guarantee
ol the worth of every article sold by us, any article on our
checks can be exchanged for a White Bed Quilt or a
Silver Plated Revolving Table Castor, with Five Bottles.
Read wlmt the great paper of the Northwest, the Toledo
Elude Nasby’s paper), says of us:—
“VViiat We Saw at tub llun.—Curiosity led us,
while recently in Boston, to visit the dollar establishment ot Messrs. Eastman & Kendall. Their trade
has become so immense that they now occupy tour stories
in the elegant block No, 05 Ilanovcr Street. The name
of this firm has become as ‘familiar as household words’
throughout the Middle and Western States, while as
prompt and honorable business men they are endorsed
by the best firms in their own city. Their Club system
of selling goods has done more, we believe, during tho
past lew years to keep down the prices ot domestic
articles in every day use, than all other influences com
bined. Most of their goods are manufactured expressly
for them, as, 1 or instance, cutlery made to their order
in .Shfliehl, England, and imported in large quantities
lor their dollar trade alone.”
You In the time* to ^et signers auil semi in
tlulM. Ladies specially wanted us agent*.
Partial list of articles allowed as commission to any
one sending in clubs :—
CLUB OF THIRTY. [$;;.] 21 yards bleached or uubieaclicd Cotton ('loth. Photograph Alburn, 190pictures,
elegant Morocco Binding. Revolving oval band. Silver
Plated Table Castor, 5 bottles. Ladies’ Dress Pattern.—
A Lady's richly-ornamented Black Walnut Writing Desk.
1'ancy Cassimere Pants Pattern. Large White all Linen
Table Cover. White Lancaster Counterpane. 20 yards
Calico. Alhambra Bed Quilt. Ladies’ Morocco Shopping
Bag. Good Cottage Clock.
CLUB OF SIXTY. f$0.j
12 yards Bleached or Unbleached Cotton Cloth. Fashionable Dress Pattern.—
•'! 1-2 yards wool Cassimere for Pants and \ est Pattern.
Fashionable woolen Shawl. White Marseilles Counterpane. Lady's Large Genuine Morocco Shopping Bug.—
Pair Good white
Lady's Fashionable Cloak Pattern.
woolen Blankets. Black Alpaca Dress Pattern. 4|yards
double width water-proof Cloaking. »3 yards Farmers’
good wool Frockiug. Bosewood Brass Alarm Clock.—
Lady's Fur Muff. Set Misses Furs Muff and Collar
CLUB OF ONE HUNDRED. [$10.] (35 yards good
Bleached or Unbleached Cotton Cloth, one yard wide.—
Lady’s or Gent’s New Silver Hunting Case Watch.—
Fashionable Thibet Dress Pattern. Elegant Black
ca Dress Pattern.
One pair ot good white woolen Blankets, large size. Lady’s Fashionable Double woolen
Shawl. Two large, line, Bleached Linen Table Covers,
with one dozen large sized Dinner Napkins to mutch.—
25 yards Hemp Carpeting. 7 1-2 yards tine Cassimere for
suit. One dozen lvery Handled &teel Blnded Knifes and
Forks.*One dozen Roger’s best Sliver Plated Forks on
white melaL Portable Sewing and Embroidering Machine. ; 1-2 yards double-width Waterproof Cloaking.Set cl l'urs, Mull and Collar.
It is impossible to give a complete list of goods, but1
Agents desiring articles not named above, will please'
mention them, and we will accommodate them if possi
bio. If you have a club ready, or intend to raise one lor
any other house, don’t fait to send it to us, and at the
same time ask for our Sew Circular and Mammoth Exchange List. Parties acting as agents lor other dollar
houses in this city, will please send us their address, and
that ot a dozen of so ot tho their male and female friends,
Male
as we can make it for their advantage to do so.
and female agents wanted as usual
SEND MONEY IN REGISTERED LETTERS in
every instance, and we guarantee that it will come per- ;
fc-ctly safe.
Our sale should not be classed with dollar Jewel
N. B.
ry sales and gilt enterprises. Send to us for decision
respecting our business by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, dated Washington, Nov. 4, 1868. If you want
prompt returns tor your money, send your clubs ii>

goods

Alpae-

nates in Apoplexy.
Persons suffering from NERVOUS DEBILITY, espe- ;
cially those contemplating marriage, should lose no time i
in making immediate application.
TO FEMALES.
Dr. PADELFORD is admitted by the best medicn
talent of the country to have no equal in the treatment
of Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence
for physicians in regular practice to recommend patients
to him for treatment when atHicted in his speciality.
Ladies will receive the most scientific attention, both
medically and surgically. Board, with old and experienced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to remain in the city during treatment.
French safes lor sale, three for $1. Order by mail.
Patients who cannot apply In person may by letter.
Medicines sent to all parts of the country.
Office open on Sundays.
21 ly.

Don’t Read the Above!

they

I

SPEERS Celebrated

chins, put

WINK,

brooli,

cavo.u/ij: flow eh,
SEALE llOOT
\VU ’t

other Herbs and Hoots
digestion, and give

Ship Owners.

oiler to

I...

j

Sc

M

!

>N\

ONE

j

J. EE MICH.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dr. Sholes’ Eclectic

other

more

effectually

and

permanently,
ure

I*.

ih \

PRIVATE MEDICAL

nuv

J1

Cmlicott

8th,

STEAMER

with
all

9IOYI

KL -A. T AjH ID I 1ST

FAIa.L

GOODS.

and

Lnih-

Physici
Surgeon, No.
Dlt.
ST., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseasincident to the female svstem.
t tori
,*

an

7

(:()tt

or
Prolapsus
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and

other

menstrual

derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and ; *-<lv reliel gnararteed in a
very few days. So invariably certain i* this u_wv m de
of treatment, that most obstinat -complaints j -1 1 under
it, and the alilictcd person

soon rejoices in perbi
m-alf h.
l)r. Dow iias no doubt Inal greater < xpcriet.c in the
of diseases of women than any
t! a pf*. i:.n in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients vvlm nm w i.-h
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 18-15, having coidimd his vv hole alienlion to an office ]>rac-tiee for tin- cure ot Private Diseases
and Female Complaint s, acknowledge- no-up ior in tin
Knit* d Stab
N B.
A 1 lei L y.- musf conlain one .hdlsi
»r I In -y will
not bo answered.
Ollice hours from s a. a: In .* j-. m.
1;5f:>.
Boston, .tuly
]yt
■

cure

The celebrate,I D
rrO l lil, l.ADiES.
1.. DIX
1 particularly inviti all l. eiios who m-<i J/W/UoL
Sunp. al adviser, to call at his Looms, U i- ndieott St..
ISostun, Mass., which they will lind arranged lor their
special accommodation.
DU. DIX having devoted over twenty
cars to thiparlicular branch ot tin' treatment ot all diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this coun*
try and Europe,) that, he excels all other lit own practitioner-in the safe, speedy and effectual freunion! <>! all
female complaints.
Din medicines are prepared with the e\| re.-s purpose
J

■■■

ot removing all diseases, such as
debility, \,eakm -s, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
which flow from a morbid talc ol tin blood.
Tlu* Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medic illy and surgically, all d -i-a-c- of the
ieinalc sex, and they are respectfully in\ if
to call at

discharges

X«. il
All letters

ft'iMlirotf

requiring

.'ineef

mlviee

mu-!

Ito.-ton, .fan. 1, In»Vs

one

8*1,1'] AN if!

dollarto

yr

I

BBS

I'OIi

K'B\

ALL

may be obtained for tin* nostrum. It i- thus that many
arc deceived, also, und
-pend largo amounts for xi * ;
ineiits with quackery.
DR. DEWS
charges ire wry moderate. Communications -acredlv
cMiitidcntial, aud all may rely oil him \\ith th* strict«-'t
-ecrecy and confidence, whatever u» y be the di-<
cc-i
dition or situation of any one, married or
single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Kxpr.
r
ill pari- t T
L nitoii States,
All letters requiring advice mu-t eont du
nc dollar t
>

“Steam Refined

v

'U.-ure an answer.

Address Du. L.

Boston, Jan. !,
a a a»

T.iiii:

Dix, No.
IS*'.-

l

-ji

lb.-ton, M

Endirott St.

yr

oirESfsg.

"CURE,

TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE

m

•*

SECRETS
NATIONAL

OF

&M0RKIS,

DEAFNESS, CATARRH, SCROFULA.

..

by selecting

remarkable for certain qualities, and then
to breed them distinct with great cure for
The Durham* and Ayrshi’cs are
years.
specimens of breeds of cuttle. Such ania race
or
mals, whether they bclotm
breed, possess certain lived and distinct
qualities', and the power to transmit those
qualities to their progeny. i'e build up a
breed requires the most exact care and
scientific knowledge, and more time llinn
the life of one man.
From this i: follows,
that a grade or scrub does not belong to anv
fixed breed, and will not with certainty
transmit the qualities of a breed, though
there may lie. individual grades that have
most excellent qualities.
Milking qualities
do not belong to any special breed : all
possess them, but indiv iduals ol the different
iireeds may be remarkable for these qualities as is the ease with specimens of our
native cattle, (hough il is not well to breed
from exceptions.
Efforts to improve our
native stock have resulted in great -rood,
especially in the matter ol our working cattle, which a>e its good as any in the world :
and our native cows are many of them excellent, but our beef cattle arc not what they
should he. This remark applies more paitieularly to the Eastern States, for the fat
steers of Kentucky, Illinois and Ohio arc as
good as can be found abroad. Our native
cattle have improved much in lie las: half
century, but this improvement, ! think, is
owing more to better care, teed and shelBe that
ter, than to principles of breeding.
as it may, it is a matter of national iinpor-
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WAIMTED—AGENTS
VZl'iiVX
Price $25.
1 lie
14iiitving- ttliM'liinc*.

Sole

Agent for the sale of* tin ir

simplest,

cheapest and best Knitting Machine' ever Invented. Will
knit 20,Mjo stitches p r minute. J,literal Inducements to
Agents. Address A.MI ltlCAN KNITTI.NU MACH INK
CO., Poston .Mass., or .St. I.ouis, Mo.

s

Agents

■

Wanted

A NEW Wt >iiiv just is-ued. Most highly coinue-uded hy the REST SCHOLARS and ARLES'l
LITERARY JOURNALS in our country. Those wanting empioynn nt and possessing intelligence and perseverance, will lind in the agency a useful and lucrative business.
Please semi lor our Descriptive Circular which
giv« lull particulars ol the work and our terms to Agents.
Address K. S, SCRAN TON & CO., Hartford, Ct.

1.7^011

j

Celebrated lb, fed,-d

SPECTALLIS

changes unnecessary.
•Jd. That
they couler a brilliancy and distinctness of
vision, with an amount of ease and comloit not lulheito
by
wea»crs.
spectacle
enjoyed,
* ili.les! oc Ijivt1!i ii■ in■ ici'iiuc l'ii.iii>r South.
3d.
That the material Lom which tin Lines are
UA.VrKl) lor our new book ol 1,000
is manufactured esjieciuliy tor
grounu
illustrated
pages, profusely
with elegant
optic purposes, ,md
Engrav- 1H
*
pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become
ings, Maps, &e.
scratched.
Tin:
QAIitiou ol 11 rpt
Vj /. TTT
4th.
That
the frames in which they arw s.
the S.ifV and K|»iNtl«*4 ol IO X
M xjl LJ 1
t, w hi tlnsilver or steel, are of the finest ouality and
join
TBS. Editor
hy Rev. Messrs. Cdnyukakk 4 Howsos. A vivid pic- gold,
finish
and guaranteed
perfect iu every respect,
I'.’
Large pages We-eklj 1 idiot 1'• iilir-, .New-, Agliilll- ture <>r the times of the great Apostle. Warmly coinTficy are the only spectacles THAT
lure, Literature, Poetry, Nc. l he \ti ietiltnr.il Paper i.f 'd* udod hy clergymen of all denomination*. Superior to
the South. Hon. 0. C. Langd n, the wHi-launvii editor ! the English edition, and sold at one-third Its price. Notes
l'reserve us well us Assist the. Si,,ht /
Jcrer.ces in the English language. Commissions to
and practical farmer, e mini I- Inis il« pal I meet. Only and
Agent* tuvyr.r than ever before offered. Circulars free to1 and are
1 .r t!m e months.
$5.00 to .lanuary, Is/o, ami $ 1
all. Address the Publishers, R. W. RLISN 4
dteapeut, because the best, alw iy< instin>*P’ i.mi,
CO., Hart- years without
'rati it a ut fcinra-jesi *'2:*sb.
change being necessary.
lord, Conn., and Toledo, Ohio.
" Ul vislt 1,1 I'"
Address K la 1 I Mil,” Mobile, A la.
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»f?*.0“CofFir"'
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every three months, lor the purpose ol littin-.
Jttir Every wideawake Democrat ami even intelligv-,.t
tlisso
4
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iV OROWERS.—Send l« r particulars of "Rest's Im- hy their Agent during the intervit) will
A gricu11 ura I Xew paper.
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provt <1 Fiuit Tiee and Vine Invigorator and insect ol charge tl not properly lilted,
Destro>er.M Samples to test will he forwarded to any
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W
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Ibddlerr.
p:»i of the U nited States and perfect satisfaction guuran- j
h lu
teed. Hood Agents are wanted in every County in the
Edit'd Stales. Address J. A HEARN, Cl Second Struct,
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i ts read atfhF, c jni'mii-il i\ 11 h an inere.,. ed eoiumission
make it iT»r best subscription hook ever published.
StMid tor circulars and -e.
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description ol the Aork. Ad(!i‘ ,-s \ A I loN'.AL 1*1 1‘. f IS 11J N t!
CO., Philadelphia, P.t. or Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Ayer’s Ague Cure,
?ev£r ftnc* Ague. Intermittent Fever,
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb
-A-gue, Periodical or Bilious Fever, <&c.,
arid indeed all the affections which arise
from
malarious, marsh, or miasmutio
poisons.

arth-vs needed in
every family. A merchant who can
devoir a few hundred dollars
capital ami a portion ol Ids
ow n or clerk’s time to the business
preferred. An Agent
will have absolute control of our
goods in his county for
In years and
they will give him business paying from
t >"0 to £ 1,600 clear prolits
annually.
Catalogues and terms sent tree. Address L. P WORRALL 4 CO., No. 105 Chambers St., N.
Y.CIty.

implies, it dot ('are, and does not
Containing neither Arsenic,Quinine, Bismuth,
/anc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance
whatever, it in nowise injures any patient. The
name

mil.

I

number and
importance ol its cures' in the ague districts, are literally beyond account, and we believe
without a parallel
in the history of Ague medicine.
Our.pride *s gratified by the acknowledgments we
receive of the radical cures effected iii obstinate
cases, and where other iemedies had w holh fa ded
Unaeelimated persons, either resident' in, or
travelling through miasmatic localit ies, will be pro
tee ted by taking the AGVE
flliP dailv.

*?r f^er

\

EVrenpniHUVU A&EST in each I
county in the IJ. S., to sell a few valuable patent i

Probably never before in the whole his ton, of
medicine, has anything won so widely and sodt t• j l•>
this cxceiN-n't
upon the confidence of mankind,
remedy lor pulmonary complaints. Through a longseries of years, and among most of the races ol
men it has risen higher and higher in their estimation, as it has become better known, its uniform
character and power to cure the various afleeliou-.
of the lungs and throat, have made it known as a reliable protector against them.
While adapted to
milder forms of disease and t<> young- «-hildivn,
\->
at the same time the most effectual remedv that can
be given for incipient consumption, and tin dan
gerous affections of the throat ami lungs. A a provision against sudden attacks of Croup, it should
be kept on hand in every
family, and indeed as all
are sometimes subject to colds and
coughs, all
should be provided with this antidote for them.
Although settled Consumption is thought incurable, stilPgreat numbers of cases where the dis-

maintained.

>

HOLD My
have to go t<>

IIOKS 12, or he will run awav and I >|,a]i
Frank I’erklns & Co’s, and g« t my c-.n iage
manufacture and repair carriages and
sleighs m as good sty leas any other firm in this \ icinit> ;
and they keep constantly on hand
carriage* and *leiir|,*
for sale at the lowest rates. Call and see before
«mie|.
Ing elsewhere.

repaired lor they

,<

Nliop

on

Wufthingtoii Street,

Hear of

Woods & Conuuts Store.

1 I'onia

Complaints, arising from torpidity
ol the Liver, it is an excellent
remedv, stimiilaUnv,
the Liver into healthy
activity.
For Bilious Disorders and Liver
Complaints, it is
many truly remarkable cures, where other medicines had fade 1
Prepared by Dr. .1. C. Aykr \ Co., Practical
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell. Mass., and sold
all round the world.

m.JKM,lent remVtly’

PRICE, $1.00 PER
Fur

POTTLE.
sale by all Druggists in 1!, Ilu-t.
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For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
anti Consumption.

generally

MOBILE WEEKLY REGISTER

employ

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

seemed settled, have been completely cured,
and the patient restored to sound health' by the
Cherry Pectoral. So complete is its master,
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, that
the most obstinate of them yield to it. When nothing else could reach them, under the Cherry Pectoral they subside and disappear.
Singers and Public Speakers find great protection from it.
Asthma is always relieved and often
whollycured by it.
Bronchitis is
cured by taking the
Cherry Pectoral in small and frequent doses.
So generally are its virtues known that we need
not publish the certificates of them here, or do moo
than assure the public that its
qualities are full
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QL ACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
the foregoing facts are known to
-•mie quack doctors and
nostrum-maker*, yet, regardless
o: ;he life mid health ot
others, there arc those among
;b* m who even perjure th* msdve-,
contradicting giving
meicury to ih« o patients, or that it is oontained in their
no-truin
so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” oi “fraction ol it,”
1
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IGNORANCE OP QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
hrough tin* ignorance ot the Quack Doctor, knowing
!| no other
remedy, lu- relics upon Miau.i;nv, aud gives it
tI to all his
patients, in Pills, Drops, &c.,hu the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds lo his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, He., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted i.i various
ways throughout the bind; but, alas! nothing is said oi
Tic reliance, some of whom die, others
grow worse and

Erysipelas,

Williams. -.1 W:ii: rville.

1
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contain
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GOLD. SILVER,
Coin, Drafts and Bonds,
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Catarrh by

Measles,

Ho -ugh false certificates and references, and recommenda'ion- ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expos*
contradict them; or who, besides, to further their ini
itions, copy irons medical books, much that is written
ot the qualitie- amletfi t ol different herbs and plants,
iii<i ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specific*
xmost of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belit.-l or its “curing everything,” but now
known to “kill mor* than is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally Injured for life.

\
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DR. Dl X
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physii i.m*
consult
him in critical cases, because ot
of
many
twhom
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
! so long cxp< rience, practice,and observation.
AFKI.H TED AND UN FORT l NAlE,
be not. robbed and add to your suffering- in being deceived
the.
by
lying boasts, misrepresentations, tal-e prouiis*
and pretentious of
1- OKEIG N* A N D N A IT VI QUACK S,
who know little of the nature aud character ot Special
and h s io theii cure. Some exhibit t*»rg*-d
j'Diseases,
Diplomas oi I n nations or Colleges, w hich never existed
ii: any part oi the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol tin
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not ouiv assuming and
1 advertising iri names of those ins-, rted in the
diploma-,
but to lurthev their imposition assume names of other eel•'•brat. *! phy-ieian- long since dead.
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.SKI.K ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS.
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To Females.—Dr. Slides hit- made all disease* l ecu I
advertising in boston.
liar (e the teniair- -ex his particular study, and to this
SIXTEEN ) K.\ RS
department of practice be will continue to give esj eeial
attention. “His Lunar Mixture" tor females m. y be j engaged in treatment of Special 1 diseases, a fact so well
used by all ladies with the certain!} id n id i in Very known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchant-' Hotel
case of unnatural stoppage.
Proprietors, &«•., that he is much recommended, ■.•.ml par
.Strangers under his treatment. wishing to reman in ticularly to
will
tie
furnished
with go«*d board and competent ;
tin-city
STRANGERS AND IKAYELLLRS.
nurses*.
July K tv
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
more
numerous In Boston than in other large
juacks,

*

ON AND A I’ FEE

Secrets of f.lie
Circa! City.

A

so arranged that patients never see or hear • ueh »>i l.
Recollect, the only entrance Ic his office is AD*. iI. hav
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, -o that on no account cun ;nv \ --on
hesitate applving at Ins olllce.
i>R. SllOl.l'S does strictly :m office business, and gives
Dlt. Dl\
special attention to all Diseases ot the sexual .Systcn h\
it cannot be contradicted, except b\
his own improved method of treatment. Persons suffer- i boldly asserts, (and
who
will
or
do anything, even perjure them
say
ing with di-eases arising from “Secret Habit," or other j quacks,
selves, to impose upon patients,) that lie
causes, will lind it to their advantage to consult him
|
IS
UK OXT.V KECit
Alt <1HADCATK I’lfYSK’IAN

of Five Dollars and over.
ASA FAD NOE. I’rcsident.
John li. Quiaiby, Treas.
Belfast, Aug. 17, lsGs.
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physician,
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a cure tor all persons thus atlliet. t. J
But my Inhalant ni rcr fails to immediately r: lie»all j
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATION.cases of Phthisic irom whatever cause it may have he o
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
brought on ; it is always safe and always liable.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Price 75 cents. By mail $t0o. .Sold at whole-si •>ud
retail by S. A. Howes Sc Co.. Belfast, Me.
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all disease* ot tin
Orders from dealers in medicine, respect fully olicil ,-ii.
.-kin, l leers of the Nose, Throat, and body; Pimples .,n
.1.
LKW IS, Proprietor,
(he Face, Swelling ol tin Joints; Nervousness; Con.stitu
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Belfast, Me,
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Stationery.

BOA in every ten contains
Doi.i .ut lm.i..
Sent to any address on receipt ol tilty cents.
fhB
A libstationery is warranted to be of the h«*>t i|uality
oral discount to the trade.

Interest allowed
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All ii e it. with woiv.n rt ill success: brings «'01.0 It to
Oo.. for the -ale of their Bion/k and ilie pair and white
If 1 com and Re.iiii* to tin
lips,
Mlial
Yellow
Sukatiiim.,
.Vails, ! thin, wrinkled fan and eareworn countenance.
runi-v-T'-figySriK •«, &,e. ami are prepareu to furnish 1 Fever and gives appetite. Try them; use lmm oilier,
in Boston, N *w Y ork, Philadelphia and Baltimore, i Ask for
Speer’s Standard Hitters.
easels owned here and vicinity, at the Manufacturers’
Sold by HU. O. IMDOIt A
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t our Office.
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receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees,
i:id( ATFD INHALANT tor Phthisic, is
securities oi jiersons living in the countr> or travelling
the only n rtnin relict and probable cure ever of
_j
abroad, Ollieers ol the Army and Navy, Musters o! Ves- ! tered to the public. Inhaled with the breath, ii goes dito the Lungs and relaxes the contraefed nerve or
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